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EI<'FECTS OF GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING ON SELECTED FOURTH-GRADE
STUDENTS 'tlHO ARE UNDEI{.ACHIEVING IN HEADING.
Abstract of Dissertation ··

:PURPOSE: The study ':ras designed to test the effectiveness of group
counseling utilizing books as an adjunct, bibliocounseling, on
fourth-grade Caucasian boys who were underachieving in reading.
Null hypotheses stated that group bibliocounseling would not have
a statistically si~ific.ant effect upon: ( 1) reading comprehension,
(2) vocabulary, (3) reading attitude, and (4) reading self-concept.

! .

POPUiaATIO'N: Forty-eight fourth-grade Caucasian boys underachieving
in reading \'Tho attended two elementary schools were randomly chosen
from a total population attending seven suburban schools in the
Stockton Unified School District, Stockton, California. Those whose
third-grade reading scores fell two or more stanines below their
third-grade IQ scores were designated as underachieving in reading.
PROCEDURE: Subjects were randomly assigned to a Solomon Four-Group
Design. The Experimental Group and Control Group One were pretested
on the Comprehension and Vocabulary subtests of the Gates-HacGinitle
~~£i!).£_:~_!!, Survey ]2, the San Die&£_ Q_o1inty lnv~_1;,9'rf- o_f ~[f5
Attitude, and a reading seJ.f-conce~t inventory consisting of items
pertaining to reading in the §.£11 -C on9.£E.Lan'!_ I"lot iva t...i.£:(!.~!!-.!:.2E.Y:O
To increase group bibliocounseling interaction, the tweJ.ve ooys in
the· :Experimental Group were randomly di Yided into tv1o subgroups,
each with six: members. Control Group Two was. similarly diYid.ed.
These four subgroups attended twice-weekly bibliocounseling sessions
conducted by the investigator for ten \'leeks. Boys reap. ()l'a:i.ly for
t-...renty ninutP.s from nine awa.rd-w:Lnning children 1 s trade books
featuring: (1) a young male protagonist and/or (2) a theme of adventure, hmnor, or sports. They then discussed the stories according
to a procedure adapted from Readin~ Ladders for Human Relations,
fourth edition, by Crosby. In addition totlieg;ro"up"sessions-,-aJ.l
subjects continued to attend regular languagearts classes. All
rece5:ved both immediate and long-term posttesting six months later
on instruments used in pretesting. Eight tvro-:way analyses of
covariance were made to test the main effects of group bibliocoun·aeling, of pretesting, and of the interaction between the tvro.
lmmedio.te and long-term posttest scores were clependent variables,
with the covariates being third-grade reading and IQ scores.
FINDINGS: Groups receiving bibliocounseling had significantly
higher reading comprehension scores .in both posttest administrations.
A significant pretest effect, however, may have influenced the
long-term treatment effect. · In vocabulary, highly significant treatment and pretest effects appeared in iremediate posttesting, questioning the actual treatment effect. Bibliocott.."lseled students
closely approached the level of significance in long-term posttesttng
in vocabulary. These students also experienced highly significant
improvemt"mt in their attitude toward reading and their reading selfconcept as measured in both immediate and long-term posttesting. The
investigate!,' concluded ti::at group bibliocounseling is a promising
model for assisting certain students who are underachieving in reading.
Heath 'il, Lowry, Chairman

(Norman A. King, Ed.. D
(University of the J?aciflc
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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
INTRODUCTION

Fewer than three years have passed
James

I~ •.

Allen, Jr.,

t

sincE~

the late

then the United Stater:: Commissioner of

Educatimly inaugurated a decade of massed effort to assure
that

ev·er~y

boy and girl '<vou1d hav-e the right to read.

Noting that the majority of students in the public schools
acquire at least the basic reading skills, A.llen pointed out
C:'---

the

dange1~

of overlooking a barrier which can limit the ful-

fjJ_lment of students' right to read:

n

e

•

•

.1=---

when the skill

of reading i.s not accompanied by the desire to read~"

2

r-=-

Educators, including many reading specialists, dedi-

1 ,James E. Allen, Jr. r 11 The Ri~ht To Read---Target for
the 70's, 11 EJ.ementarv ~h, XLVII (April, 1970), 488.
[Italics intb:(t(jri~?;':tiiaJ.. J Ail en 1 s remarks quoted in the
article appeared in somewhat different form in tv1o speeches
which he presented: September 23, 1969; before the 1969
Annual Convention of the National Association of State
Board.s of Education, Los Angeles, California, and October
3, 1969t before the Annual Civic Dinner of the Citizens
Schools Committee of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.

2 Ibid.
1

F.~~

c; --

"

-

2

cated to the 1980 goal of the right of every student to read
are no doubt examining the old theoretical models of reading
instruction and are experimenting with new ones.

Reviewing

the major papers presented at the 1969 International Reading
~--

Association Convention, Muskopf concluded:
• • • the reading· profession is now dominated by
linguists and machine-oriented psychomotor skill enthusiasts. The influence of those 1.t1ho think that a
sequence of skills in the reading process can be identified and taught directly in some kind of neat program
with little regard for the learner as a human VIi th
desires, interes.ts, and needs seems to pervade the
profession at this time.3
Muskopf went on to note that most teachers grew up
in a society .in

whic~

they learned to repress their honest

feelings rather than to express them openly.

As a result,

these teachers carry their tendency of fear to express their
emotions into the

classroom~

He stated that there, they

feel securo when children are locked in a basal reading
program in which expressions of real personal emotion have
little opportunity to erupt. 4

~'/hen

students experience reading difficulties in

school, they are apt 'to be defined by certain criteria as
being underachieving in reading.

Harris cited the possi-

:-

bility that multiple causes can contribute to any child's
,--

~---

3Allan Muskopf, ttReactions to Affective Factors :in
Read:.lng, 11 !h!2_s>retic~l_Mod.£1s pnd ~F~~-~~-2.;f.....J~di,!illt eds.
Harry S.inger a"ii.CfRR5ert'B. fu.'i(l(feiT ""{NewarK, J)ei. :1riternational Reading Association, 1970), Po 120.
4Ibidq p. 121.

-

5=--

. ..

--

-

-

3
reading underachievement.5
Alm listed possible causes of negative reactions,
feelings, and frustrations vlhich !nay lead to a chilcl 's
reluctance to read:
1.
2.,

3.

4o
5.
6.

7.

8.

The i.ndividual does not know how to read.
The individual does not know What to read.
The individual has little or iiO"Opportunity to read.
The individual discovers early that in his world
reading has little or no prestige.
~rhe individual is often never given any glimpse of
the wider horizons of reading.
The individual is bored with reading.
The individual is faced with pressures of many kinds.
The individual has innumerable demands on his time,
many more fascinating or satisfying for him than
reading.6
In each of the above causes of a reluctance to read,

Alm stated that the emotional status of the reader is

involved.

Therefore, in dealing with these causes, he felt

that one must be attentive to concomitant emotional factors. 7
Whatever the number of· the causes of reader reluctance and. undcraehievement, Strang, McCu1lough, and Traxler
recognized. the closely intervvoven factor of the student's
total adjustment along with his reading difficulty.

-----

;=-

-

-

--

-----

They

recommended that both reading specialists and counselors have

5Albert J. Harris, "Causes of Reading Retardation-An Evalu.ationt 11 QQ~ill~emedi_~J,;_R.ea.ding, eds. Donald
L. Cleland and Josephine T~ Benson ""{Pittsburg: University of
Pittsburg, 1960), p. 22.

6Richard

s.

Alm, "The Reluctant Reader: Causes of
Rel:wtance, n 1l1~--U.!];£..~rac~t_~yer. i:q__ ~2-~.cling, ed. H. Ala~
Rob~nson, Supplementary .EducatJ...onai Monogra:phs, No. 92
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 109.
[Italics in the original.]

=
~-~_~~

7Ib1d.

._r'

__

4
the trai.n:L:ag and the s1:<:ill to handle reading problems as
;..,re:Ll as to understand the emotional factors related to

read.ing.

A greater continuity of relationship and effort in

assisting the child should then resu1t. 8

An additional emotive characteristic of underachieving readers, according to Robinson, is that of the
:fear of making a mistak8.

Having placed a premium. on

accuracy P these students wish to mroid reading when they a::ee
sure that many of their responses will be wrong.9
~iE-1L.ih£~~£~S:Jti~~.l:
.lli_~~<i_~ing

The counselor or rearling specialist working with
children '\'lho are underachieving irt reading could choose to
direct h:Ls efforts at aasistine them i.n ex.per:Lencing an
enjoyment in reading.

Students may also come to perceive

that they are more capable as readers.
Through group counseling. students underachieving in
reading might be able to develop an improved self-concept
concerning their reading..

Je:r:sild stated that as it is

within an interpersonal setting that one acquires most of
the attitudes involved in his view of himself, so it is
likely that only in an interpersonal setting can a person be
.-

8 Ruth Strang, Constance M$ McCullough, and Arthur E.
Traxler, !he~. Imp£2.~1}.t of.Jl~.~~g (3d ed.; Hew York:
McGraw-HilrBook Company, Inc~~--f9b"1) t p. 86.
9Helen M. Robinson,

11

Unde:estancling the Able Retarded

Reader, !bl.<?-e~_.§}.l5!2_!1_g_~1J2i~g_j1};9 P;§..:tard_£~~.;~.J3.£.2:.d.y£, ed.
Ruth Strang l Tucson: 11he Un~ vers~ty · ofArizona Press, 1965) 1
p. 23~
11

---
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5
helped to come to grips with some of the meanings of these
attitudes. 10
Harris stated that when the reader's self-concept
becomes so marked with fear and inadequacy, the central task
in remedial reading is to help the learner to change his
feelings about reading. 11 '
Regarding specific steps in assisting a reader to
chs..nge his feelings about reading and to convince him tha·t
improvement is possible and desirable, Walby suggested:
• • • (1) securing his co-operation in the analysis
of his problem, the planning of his a.cti vi ties, and ·!;he
evaluation of his progress; (2) stimulating active
effort by using interesting materials and dramatizing
progress; (3) providing many opportunities for
successful experiences; and (4) convincing him that he
is liked and that his :feelings are understood and
accepted. 12

The Introduction c:Lted poss:Lble causes of read:i.ng

underachievmnent.

The child experiencing reading diffi-

cu.lties was viewed as often having a negative reading
self-concept as well as being reluctant to
'10Arthur T .. j"eJ.?i3i'}..(t1

11 The

c::

-

t::

---

J~ead.

Search fo:r Neaning," The

Self._l!l...Jfr.s~:LUJ.J_.~~~'-1:£hLTJ£~2.2~~..E,.g, ed~ Don E. Hama.chek
TEii.glewood CLU'fs, tL ,J.! Prentice--Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 543.

·l·l Albert J. Harris, H~.2...1122_:l?...~.f!:.~~...Jte<@.J-ng_,,.,!1?_.~li!:.Y..l
A Guide to Develomnental and Remedial Hethocls \5th ed.;

N'8'WY"'rk: '"'Da'\,.J:T-~ler.Z,3.y company,

r:nc:-1-~F?fol·;-:p. 2a4.

12 G-.t':<:-.~,ce
"
.,
s.

'!.T
'::> +
1va.lb.y, II T·es t.lng an.d 'T eac h.lng ·th e .t\.e
.,ar d e d
Reader: In Grades li'our through Eight, 11 'J!he Undex·ach:l.ever in
B-M~.~~i ~,.~~ , e d • H. Alan Rob ins on , Supple me nTa£y···1~cfuc-:-i'tToiia."r-
Nono~raphs, No& 92 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1962), Po 58.
.
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6
The researcher, therefore, proposed to inv-estigate
the e±'fects of group counseling usi.ng children's literature
-v1i.thin the counseling situation in helping students who vlere
designated as underachieving in reading,.

. . . .--·--"11-..nuJ:IU'-

Statement of the Problem

~~ ~~

The present study was designed to test the effectiveness of group co1.mseling utilizing books as an adjunct

in assisting elementary school students who were underachieving i.n reading for the purposes of:

(1) improving

their reading comprehension and voca1mlary test scores,

(2) i1111)rovi.ng thei.:t· attitude toward :r.eadi:ngf and (3) ·raising
their reading self-concept.

H.ev.i.. e'Hing studies in. rcad.ing for the most recent

little if any progress has been made in reducing the number
'

.
13
of significantly underachieving students in readJ.ng.,
Studies made by Traxler have indicated that by the end of
the sixth g.rade, you:n.gsters who are so classified. have ·been
es-t;imated to range from. ten to twenty-five percent of the
school population. 14

Stanchfield has pointed out that the

13Theodore L. Harris, "Reading," En£yclopedia of
l!'!ducational Research, ed. Robert L. Ebel "(4t;h eO:.; London:
cOTire:r::"iVfaciTIITTan-·Limited, 1969), p. 1085.
1 4Arthu:r E. Traxler, "Research j_n Reading in the
United States 11 J·ou:rnal of :E;d.u.cational He search XLII
(Marqh, 1949): 4Irr:9'"9-:---~-·---·--~'

~---
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·problem is particularly more acute for boys who make up from
seventy-five_to eighty percent of the students needing
.
. 15
reading 1mprovement.
According to a study of case histories from elementary to high school of 270 school dropouts t Fi tzsimmorw and.
his associates found that seventy·--fi ve percent of these
students demonstrated poor academic performance in the
fourth grade, especi.ally so in reading where a significant
relationship was shown to their later performance in l!inglish,
social studies, and science.

~rhe

writers recommended that

special reading programs be begun during the first fo·ur
grades, ori.ented toward changing attitudes through positive
experiences. 16
Sta.nc.hfj_eJ.d learned in interviews with 153 boys that

those with low achievement in reading gained increasing
hostility and defensiveness as they progressed from the
fourth to the e.ighth grade.

She stressed the importance of

identifyj.ng these students during the third and fourth gracles
and of beginning a program to help them in developing their
reading skills. 17
--·--·--D(·~~

1 5Jo H. Stanchfield, "Differences in JJearning

Patterns of Eovs and Girls," Claremont Readin Conference,
Thirty-second Yearbook, ed. :r-falco!m~P.-:Bouglass Claremont,
Ca.: Claremont_University Center, 1968), p. 218.

16 stephen J. Fitzsimmons and others, "School Pail-_

ures: Now and· Tomorrow, 11 ])eveloP.me.J!~l Psychology, I (March,

1969) ' 134-46.
17 Jo l\1. Stanchfield, "Boys' Reading Interests As

Revealed Through Personal Conferences,"

XVI (September, 1962), 41-44.

~!Ladipg -~~5'1!£1.:,
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Some educators,

howe-.;c~r,

including Postman, f1ciJuhe:m,
--

and the Silberbergs, ha-.;e recently advocated the use of

=---=::..:__~=-===-=----=-=-=:

=--------

alternative means of educating children for whom reading is
either an unpleasant or inefficient technique. 18 Postman,
.for example, proposed a

11

multi-rnedia literacy, 11 wherein:

(1) speaking, (2) film-ma.king, (3) picture-taking, (4) teleYising, (5) cornputer-prog:r.ammingt and (.6) listening as well
as other means of comrmmication would receive at least equal
emphasis in the schools as does reading and writing..

Mclmhan

has stated that purely visual means of apprehending the
world are far too slow to be relevant or effective when
compared with modern means of electronic communication.
Proposing a "bookless curriculum" for students with readi.ng
problems, the

Silberbergs~

neverthe1essr recommended that if

a child began to overcome his reading difficulties, he could
return to the regular book curriculum.
However, McCullough, stressing the need for reading
competence by every student, verbalized a concern which our
society should have about the child who is reading significantly below his ability:
• • • The potential scientist can be blocked from
his goal if he cannot read science material successfully.
The citizen who cannot read d.iscriminately and independently on public issues is limited largely to canned and
planned information and to the biases of the people he
18Neil Postman, "The Politics of Reading," Harvard
Educational Review, XI1 (May, 1970), 251; Marshall McLuhan,
Ti-le l\ledtunlTstheJVlessao:e (New York: Random House, Inc.,
"19b7T,-p.-·M~r~7'S'ilberberg and Margaret c. Silber;..
berg, n~~he Backless Curriculum: An Educational Alternative?"
l.£'9:!'.!.01 o~f_~~-;Qlsalliities, II (June, 1969), 302-07.

-------------------
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9
happens to know. Equally bad is the effect of
misreading what one does. read. The pei•sonal l.ife
without reading can
a great degree lose its individuality in habitual resort to mass pictorial and auditory
:fa:r.·e. The result for society is a population grooved in
thought and habit, and rnisfitted in vocation, a_group of
people whose atti t1~des a,nd defenses mean a burden rather
than a contribution.19

to

o..d ---

~---------

----:

--

--

~----

The writer agreed with the sentiments of :HcCullough,
believing that if and when children can sense an interest in

,-

,-

books and become more proficient in reading, they will begin
to discover an additional advantage of books.
said, they will find that reading is fun. 20

As Hartig has

L-:

---

'
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BACKGROU1TD OF THE STUDY

'.

'c

The study utilized both group counseling and reading
in a cormnon set·t:Lng to assist students who were undEn:·a-

chieving in reading.

seling

\~ith

was termed.

This proce:ss of combining gr·9u:p coilil.-

the reading of selected c,QJ1dren' ,s li teratru:>e
11

'

L

bibliocounseling."

i"--

Little empirical evidence exists

regard~ng

tb.e

effectiveness of group counseling a(S a. means of helping
students who are underachieving in reading.

.

the lack of research_in investigating

'Mahler noted

po~sible

outcomes of

·t9Constance r1. Mc.Cullough 1 "The 1JnP.ert:\o~1ie'ver in.
~~he Schools Concern with the Underachiev-.er," The
U11.2~£.~e.tl.t~..:r~r in Ii.eadb~, ed., H. Alan Rop'i:iisori,, Suppl~meri~ ~1ry Educational Monographs, N:o. 92 (Ghicq.go; University q+
Chicago Press, 1962), pp. 7-8~
20 nugo Hartig, 11 The Rm'lard.s of Readi:p.g," Readi.!.!f~
1\ie::,h__§£!},.2.9.1. ~ I ( Fal1 7 19 63) , 12 •
~
. ·
Reading~

f.

i

10

group counseling. 21
guidelines

Dinkmeyer called for research to study

~pacifically

for the counseling process within
the elementary schools. 22

~---

-~-

Having examined the three most recent guidance

-------

~-~-~_~~

__

issues of the Review of Educational Research, Hill and
--·-

»>I

-

- - -

,_. _

_..._

Luckey stated that over the nine-year period, only four
studies were cited on elementary school group counseling.
All four were made with upper-grade children.

These authors

mentioned, however, that investigations on the effectiveness
of group counseling with students at the secondary and
college levels give promising evidence that the practice can
bring about significant changes in studentss school adjustment, concepts of selfr and academic achievement. 2 3
Aubrey pointed out that elenwntary students are
relatively passive, egocentric, dependent, action- and
-

---

-------

present-time oriented, and often undefended to ego attack.
He recomme11ded that counseling models for students at this
level be planned for their developmental phase adequacy. 24

.2£_~s

~

-

-------------

c:::

21 Clarence A. Mahler, Gro~oUV:r;J.SelinJ2: in tl!-_El

(Boston: Houghton Miff'lin Company, 19b9;-;-P": 197.

22 Don Dinkmeyer, "Counseling Theory and Practice in

the Elementary School," Elementary Sc}lool ..~uidanse ILl!.£
(Junet 196'7"};--2~
2 3George E. Hill and Eleanore Braun Luckey, Guidance
!Qr__Qr~JJ~reE_ln Elementary Soh~ (New York: Appleton: ---·
Century·"CI·of'ts, 19"b9l, p. 2'56.
2 4Roger F. Aubrey, "The Legitimacy of Elementary
School Counseling: Some Unresolved Issues and Conflicts,"
Personnel
and Guidance
Journal, XINI (December, 1967) 356.
,.
.

~~l_ing, I

-

-
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11

To design a more concrete counseling model specific-·
ally for elementary students, Doverspike suggested bringing
books and illustrated materials into the counseling group.

-~-=-=~-------·

By this means, students with reading problems could read in

an accepting, permissive atmosphere and try out ne'.vly
learned 1>e1taviors.

In addition, transfer of students 1

learning should be more likely to occur from such a structured counseling processo 25
Children's Literature and

--:fti.£:'lf£.d ex."ac~:L}~Y.,E!£:iE-Re ad i_!}._g
Just as the writers cited above stated the need for
research in counseling, especially at the elementary school
level, Harris pointed out the paucity of studies dealing
with techniques for the improvement of reading attitudes. 26
Regarding reading materials, Jackson has descri-bed
textbooks as being "notoriously turgid," with little appeal
to an audience of voluntary readers. 27
In the place of the textbook, authorities on children's literature, including Chambers and Jacobs, have
commented on the stimulating appeal of high-interest chil----"'-"'~---

2 5James E. Doverspike, "Counseling with Younger
Child.ren: l!.,our Fundamentals, 11 Elementary School Guidance and
~.E!:];J~~g, V (October, 19 70) , "5)-?8":-""""'-26T. L. Harris, op. cit., p. 1091.
27Phili.p VI. Jackson, "Reading and School Life,"
C1.aremont Readin Conference, Thirty-fourth Yearbook, ed.
Ma1.co'lin :P:"J5ouglass Claremont, Ca.: The Claremont Reading
Conference, 1970), P~ 95.

~-~--------=---
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dren's trade books. 28 . As a means of creating excitement
about books· and to entice children into reading, Chambers
stressed the value of oral reading by the teacher.

Jacobs

called picture story books the "very pulse of the development of children as readers. 11
A number of educators, including Crosby, Dechant,
and Russo t have commended the practice of oral readi.ng by
students~

20
J

Crosby has stated that the oral reading of a

story provides a group experience wherein feelings and facts
may be comfortably sharedo

Other advantages of oral reading

by students in a group, according to Dechant, are:

(1) a

better appreciation for literature 9 (2) improved pronun,, . ., .,., .•• ,,, •• , ,. ,

\<·"'"<'

~-c,'

'• •,,.,,.,,, .• ,-~~-.,,,,"''~'"''

ciationt phrasingr interpretation, rhythm, and flexibility,
' '

0

._

• • ·• •

""•''"~'' ~~·•

•,' 0 ., ,.

! ·'

, _, ••, ,.,.

•n • •

., .. •:' - ,. ·'' •, ' •

' ' •

! •''
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.for fluency and accuracy in

,-.V~o:,.,, • ,,,,,,:,-.;l ·~
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reading~

>' '.o
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'

Russo felt that

·--·-~-·~- '" ··~···· ··"-'".

students in a cohesive group could derive satisfaction from
helping each other with their reading problems.
According to Patterson, an essential part of reading
28Dewey vl. Chambers, 11 • • • Let Them Read~" !!?E.
Readi.ng Teacher, XX (December, 1966), 254-57; Leland B.
JaCO"fjS'-;trPl-ct'U're·-Story Books at Their Best, 11 1_1.1e 11~
Teacher,
..... XII O'ebruary, 1959), 186-89.
2
9Nuriel Cros~y ( ed.), ~.§l_<li.l2£..}ad£~f? ~:t:2.r.J!l}.P.E£!
Relat.ions (4th ed.; Washington, D.C.: American Council on
EUUeatTOn, 1963), p. 22; Emerald V. Dechant, ]mpr?vipllth~
!£a9,hinr~. ,.._c;..f Reading (Englewood Oliffs, N.J. : Prentice-·Hal'l,
Inc., f9b4}, p. 22; Wallace' Russo, "Subtleties of the
Reading Group, 11 !he Reading ..T~acher, XXIII (February, 1970) t
429-31.
~
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comprehension is the ability to note the .emotional reactions
of characters in a story.

He believed that when students

with reading difficulties are taught to note the pleasure,
---

pain 1 love, and hate which story heroes exper5.ence, they can
begin to appreciate the characters' feelings in terms of
their own .i.ndiv:Ldual experif..m.ces ~ 30
This ability to use one's imagination to build.
experiences and mental pictures of a vicarious nature,
Burkholder held, requires students to deal wi.th a mo:r.e
complex reading situation of:

(1) associating acquired

information v.rith that alreao.y possessed 9 (2) making deductions with given fEtcts in the light of facts already known.
and (3) weighing information to get accurate as \velJ. as

imp1ied meard.ng.

She felt if students

expe~cienced

such a

complex process 9 they would find that \"l·ord recognition and

word calling do not constitute reading.

Rather~

they·would

~----~-

discover that the author gives only ideas and details in a

,·

i'

,------

sequential development and the reader has to do the rest.3 1

~

--

llll?.ll-..2£92!1.~ l:hBLTh.~mrx

The theory of bibliocounseling v.ras formulated ·by
Tsimpoukis, who adapted from bibliotherapy the concept of

300liver Patterson, "Emotional Responses in Reading
Comprehension, 11 !i~Cl~ipg..Jm_provement, IV (\\Tinter, 1967), 31-

32.

31Ma:ry E. Burkholder, "Maintenance of Interest in
the Middle Grades," A Reuort of the Fourth Annual Conference
.ollJS~£~Jl£i!...J:.hL1'1a.J1_e~9.~r R!:~-:rng~ra: A. ""Yoakam q[Pittsburg: University of l)~ttsburg, 1948),_pp. 104-07.

~---
c
---.

1

I

I

141.1.tilizing books and other reading materials in the process
of counseling within educational institutions.3 2

An assumption of the theory of bibliocounseling
selected for this study was that:

~-··_·

__
·

_···

..... bookss as a counseling aidf c.:an be used to
help the individual integrate information, choose from
alternatives of action, learn ho1.v to utilize his codj.ng
and decoding system, teach him ymys of adjusting and
provide models of development. 3 3 .
.
Tsi.mpoukis rec01mnended using, in appropriate adapted

form, steps as outli.neo. in

~.~l}..l£ ..f~.J:.L.~.li.l~~l.a·~

ii£n~, fourth edi tionp by :£11uriel Crosby 3 4 for a procedure of
using books in bibliocounseling.35
Ar1 criteria, for choosj_ng books in bj_bliocounseli:n.g

which tend to build good attitudes, Tsimpou.kis stated:
. . . . The book should be current, suitable for the
reader • s age level and free .from u.n.scientific.: ideas and
misconceptions. The characters should not be stereotypes; they should be real enough for th~~ readers to
like, understand or identify with them. • • • Finally,
the illustrations should be'7.gelpful and 1ikeable, not
stereotyped, queer or ugly.~ ·
Tsimpoukis aligned his theory of bibliocounseling
with the theory of bibliotherapy as devised by Russell and
Shrodeae

The latter writers held that a therapeutic effect

3 2 co:nstantinos John Tsimpoukis, "Bibliocou.nseling:
Theory and Research Implications for and Applications in
Com1seling and Guidance" (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
University of Wisconsin, 1968), p. 2.
33 Ibid., p. 39.

34c~. infra, pp. 76-77.
35Tsimpoukis, op. cit., p. 101.
36J"b·'
d
. 1. •

'

pp. 100-01.
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resulted frorn the process of dynamic interaction bet\lfeen the
personali t;>r of the .reader and l.i tcrature. ·
the process could be explained

i~

~~hey

felt that

terms of ihe following:

"--"

--

~-~---

--

--

--cc

(1) identificatiori with a fictional character, (2) catharsis

which occurred as the reader achieved identification with
the character who worked through his problem, thereby
releasing emotiona1 tension, and (3) insight into the
reader's ovm motivations and rationalizations for his behavior.37

Tsimpoukis stressed, hm.,rever 9 that bibliocounseling

need not be a psychoanalytie theory.

Rather, it could be
.
38
any personality theory, stated in its own terms.
Given the option to select a personality theory on

which to base this study of' bibliocounseling, the researcher
p:r:ofer:red a perceptual approach as described by Combs and
Snygg:
• • • To be effective~ education must find \-rays of
helping people d.iscover the personal meaning of events
for theme Events which o.o not seem to have any rela··
tionship to self are likely to be ignored if, indeed,
they are perceived at all. It is only when events are
perceived as having some relationship to self that
behavior is changed as a result of perceiving.39
Combs and Snygg held that all beha-.rior is determined
by a person 1 s perceptual field at the moment of action.
a=

To

..~ ...... _ _ __

37David H& Russell and Caroline Shrodes, "Contributions of Research in Bibliotherapy to the·Language-Arts
Program I, 11 .§ch,qgl ~"ti-~' LVIII (September, 1950), 335-36.

E;i_

3BT s1mpo
.
uk'1s, op. c1't ., p. 34 •

39Arthur W. Combs and Donald Snygg, Individual
~§}l~~£E.L1Ll.£r~];~l-.~..E.2.§1-.£h_j;o Behavi-2£ Tilev. ed.;
New York: Harper & Row, Publisher~9), p. 149.
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change behavior, they "believed that it is necessary to
produce an alteration in the individual's perce.ptual fJ.el.d.
As an exampl.e, the writers stated that much of the

instruc·~

tion in reading should be directed at helping children to
perceive more accurately and effectively not only the words

on 'the printed page, but even more important, new ancl more
adequate concepts of themselves. 40
PURPOSE 0:&,

~"P.IfE

STUDY

The first objective of this study was to investigate
the ef:fe.cti veness of group counseling with books as an
adj1mct, b:Lblioc;ourJ.seli.ng, in improving the reading abi1i ty
of

Cauc~;,s:i.a.n

fourth-grade boys who were underachieving in

I

reading in the public schools.
Secondary objectives of this study

VlEn~e

gate the effects of group bj_bliocounseling on:

to investi( 1) irriprov-

ing tlu:i subjectst attitude toward reading and (2) raising
~-

- - - ------

their reading self-concepts.
The reBearcher attempted to determine not only the
immediate effects of the group bibli.ocounseling on subjects

in the study, bv.t also any long-term effects remaining six
months following the treatment period.

1-

40 Ibid., p. 153
1~--
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CONCEPTUAL HYPOTHESES
Conceptual hypotheses which this study determined to
support or reject included:
l~yo~.
FotiTth-~cade Caucasian boys underachieving in reading who receive ti'lenty sessions of group
bibliocounseling in addition to their regular language
arts classes "\'lill show significantly greater gains in
;.r::_e,B;,gj,l},~.l?~~-ns_:h_~ than similar boy·s who only attend
their ~anguage arts classes.
HY.E_~~~·
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys un.dera~
chievi.ng in reading who receive twenty sessions of group
bibliocounseling in addition to their regular language
arts classes will show significantly greater gains in
voc~~laE_I than similar boys who only attend their
language arts classes.
·

liY..P.2J:.h~~ll!L..2.•
},ourth-grade Caucasian boys tLnderachj.eving :i.n reading '.'lho receive tvfenty sessions of group
bibl.i.ocounfJeling in .addition to their :regular language
o.rts elasses '.rill show significantly greater gains in
1
"Y"O{.lrl-i,1o- ._o+t·i+.u-dc.
f:n"
!:;:n -~=~l'Tnl'l!:!
c1,..., ·-"
............
- ......
- ... . ., boy·.o. who OillV
--v .wt+:e-rl'
'-"'""' ... v_ ·their
-- _
1'";-illguagea:c~ts-Cias s e s •
:""'-"-'-·~I.""· ...~~

..1..

-

.~

-

.!iV?.oth~.~--1~
l!'ourth-grade Caucasian b?ys unde:r.·achieving in reading who receive twenty sesslons of group
bibliocounseling in adcti tion to their regular language
arts classes \'Till show significantly greater gains 5.n
~91!1£~.~ than similar ·boys who only attend
thej_r language arts classes.

PROCEDURE 01r 'rRE STUDY
To realize the purpose o:f

the~

study, the researcher

( 1) randomly chose subjects to participate, (

:n

utilized a

research d.eEJ1.gn to control inter:nal and external validity in
the study? and ( 3) administe:eed. group bibliocounseling to
the

subject~J

defined as 1.mderachieving in reading ..
,....,.--

------
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~~-~<rt:h.2.U
Seven elementary schools within a unified school
district \'lere selected which had contiguous attendance. areas
and whose student populations had similar reading achievement test scores.

In addition, the schools' respective

attendance areas had the following similar demographic characteristics:

(1) racial and ethnic composition and (2) fam-

ily financial status.

Through random selection, two of the

schools v-1ere chosen to participate in the study.
E~ § e.§-.E.£11..•Pe sign

J!"'orty-eight male Caucasian fourth-grade students at
the two elementary schools who we:re tmderachieving in
reading were randomly asstgned to four groups of t\velve
me:uibe:t;s in a Solomon Four-·G:roup Design. 4i

~rhe investigator

extended the research design to permit longu·te:cm pos-!;tes·ting
,----~------

of both treatment and control participants six mo;nths

fol·~
!---:-- -

lowing the ten-week period of group biblj.oco1mseling.
r: -

Stat:Lstical procedures to measure the rate of change
experienced by the students in the
two-way analyses of

covariance~

~tudy

included eight

Students' immedie.te r:1.nd

long-term posttest scores were the dependf-mt variables, ·wi •~h
the covariates being third·bgrade 1!2.I.~.T.h2l:.:G..~~;:...1..1}~::...~,,;];J,;l;;:.
g~E..9.e _T~~

scores and composite grade equivalency seores,

4 1Richard Ln Solomon, "An Extension of the Corrtrol

Group D<~sign~'r ~£l~.s>E1£e.L.~u]).;~!1E.' XIJVI (Narch? 1949),
137-50,.

,.
i-=
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also received. during the third grade, on the Word Meaning
and Paragraph Meaning subtests of the

St~fo~d Aghi£~

Test~ 42

-

The investigator conducted the group bibliocounseling sessions, using an adapted form of the method recommended by Crosby.4 3 Students receiving group bibliocounseling met for fifty minutes twice weekly for a period of
ten weeks..

Books used for reading and discussion vTi thin the

group sessions were chosen primarily for their recognized
excellence as children's

literature~

Books mainly featured:

( 1 ) a young male protagonist and ( 2) aclventu.re 1 humor, or

sports ..

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
-

~~----_-_-

The study \'/as based upon several assumptions and
limitations.

These were as f'ollows:

!~§..~.t~

The asstunpti.ons upon \'lhich the study was based \·rere:
1.

An adequate method of. ctete:cmining students who vmre
underachieving in reading at the fou:rth··grade level
,.ms to select tho.se whose third-grade _,1'1tU
Sta.nford
...._.......,.

42 :rrving Lorge and Robert L. ThorndiJce, ~..:&?=£:!!:.::
~~ho~.IE2J1fe. )dLt~.ll~.e.ence T~s,:ts, J!,orm J2~ Level 2 (New Yor1C:
Houghton JVliff'lin C~54); Truman 1 .. Kelly a.nd others,
Stanford Achievement Test, Primary II, Form X (New York:
B:arcoilrt';-.ttr:a.<;e-8;v;'orrcr;~-rnc

43crosby~

OPo

• , 1964) •

cito, pp. 18-25.

·-
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Achievement Test subtest scores in Word lVIeaning and
xaragraph Ivlearn.ng fell two or more stanines beJ.ow
their 1~~12.!.}2-l..~J.E.i.~lllf~r.e ~ scores ..

~....v>I!---J-IlOf~

2.

The Gates.-JilacGi:nitie Read:Lnr: Testn, Survey D, ]'o:c-ms
2';'Eina3';-t.r"ie''S'a:t1'1i:Le"ioc·~Invt~nt
o:.rv~ o :f
••.•..._.......
....... ,""'".....
1
)i<i,adj_n_g_jLt_ttt~~r and the J.nvest.lg.:\T;or f3 ·1 Reading
sen::ooncept Inventory" adaptation of tho £l£1J;.:,
Ooneept
and Hotivation Inventorv vJe:re adequate
U.......,..IC'71<:~~-...,-.t.I<otMtt~~.,_~:u10"•~'1f,...mli7~~1:o~~l1'
measuring ·cools for tue stud.y.<tA

1,

~~-~.:~.Ol·J'~,~-~-..

~:u, ........ -~ ~.~r-lo>4!1R~or.~~

..

3.,

Other credentia.led.counselors hav-ing experience in
teaching reading and language arts could :ceplicate
the study under carefully outl:i:ned procedures.

4.

.A study made in a lower-middle to midcD.e class
suburban area of a city between 100,000 and ·150, 000

persons could be representative of and generalized
to school populations in similar areasD
Limi tati.ons

~a·--~;or:.,..,_

1.

The study was limited to the fourth-grade level of
participating male Caueasian students who were fo1..1.nd
to be underachieving in reading in t\vo randomly
. selected elementary schools in one large unified
school c1istrj_ct.

2.

The study vvas limited by the· students' maturity 9
personalities, sensi ti vi ties~ predispositions inclu.ding slants, biases, and attitudes, and previous
experiences which might or. might not have prepared
them to empathize with the story cll.aracters in the
bibliocounseling interaction.

44Arthu.r I. Gates and Walter H. MacGinitie~ GatesMa.£.QJ!!·i:ti~...Ji~.§:..~..~est~, Survey D, Forms 1, 2, and ~-"
TNew York: ~Peachers "C"''lege Press, Teachers College, Columbia Uni varsity, 1964); San Diego County Department of Edu··
cation, §£~r~ .. 1?~·~&.?.-.-9..2JSI~l!Y~.E.1.2.!L-of ll~,§j.A!L~~' in
An
Inventorv of' Headj_ng' Attitude .f.'lonograph
4 oi' .~--~
Improvin£"
~-'!l''fP{·---------.,.~~~--~~---..,_ ..,___ 1
.
~..~.llL?.!:£:~.10 .J:Lorl ,san Dlego: San Diego County Department
of Education, 19"b1""), PPo ·15-16; George A. Farrah, Norman ,J.
IJJ.ilchus, and \'lilliam Reitz, The Self-Conce:Et and Motivation
Inven~AJYIIN : v·lhat Face-Wou12rfou'~iear<?, ~'JJa~rer-E""I"e'ID.::-
tary-Form, Nanna_ o ""Dfi..eet:r:ons-[.Dearb'O'ril1'{e1:ghts, l'vlicho:
George A. Farrah, :Norman J' H:Llchus, and William Reitz,
1968), PP~ 3-4. r.rhe investigator's "Reading Self-Concept
Invento:cy" adaptation o:f the SGAMI.N included· test i terns
1, 3, 13, 15, 16, 17, 27, 29,-~8, and 47, or those items
dealing specifically ~~th reading.
8

----
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3.

The study was l.im.i ted :by the time span of the group
bibliocounseling treatment.

4..

The ·stud.y was linli ted by the books and other read.ing
materials seleeted. as counseling ad;iuncts.
----

DEFINB?IONS OJ!"' TElUVIS

Terms applicable to this study were defined. as
follows:
1e

1U.J?~"~i.,q,co_~1]:£...~~~:

2.

1.3JJ2ll~~£:£?.-~ex:

11

•
•
,__ the use of books as an
adjunct to courweling. n4-? The study usc~d group
counseling and the reading of selected child.rents
literature within a common setting to·assist
stude:nts who were tmderachieving in reacling4

"
a process of cl;fnamic interaction between the personality of the reader and
literature-· . interac-tion •t.rhj_ch may be 1:t.tilized for,
personali.ty asEJe:5sm::mt t adjustment 9 and growth$ 11 'lb
&

•

•

1
dyn-=-m1' c 1'nte'""'"'"""''"'0'"!:>
~~ _tJ
J.J..~I.o~
process i:nvoJv:i..ng the uBe of counseling techniques
with norma1 individuals.. The :members of the group
mutua11y explore, \>lith the counseJ.or, their probJ.erns
ancl :feelings in a.n attempt to modify their att:L tud.es
ancl values so that they are better able to deal with
their developmental and educational situations. The
counseling grm;.p iB composed of si.x i;o ten peers
wo·rking \'Ii th a professionally trained counselor.· in a
non··medioal setting. 11 4'7

...Co,"··""'·l·

n.-..•cJl'"l") ~~~;_;J~~~~·~--';.7,
.,nO"•0
~~~t:.....:.f

4~

B~a£.~~:

11

..

45T SJ.mpOUJ
.
k'J.S,

~

;>

11

$

0

c

-=>
t;...4,

•

.L

0..

.

'

"l..•..!.o ;:>

,_

--
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the meaningful interpretation of

CJ."i; ., ,

Po 119. The theory of
bibliocounseling as uaed in the study was described al1ove,
pp. 13-16.,
Op ~

4 6Russell and Sh:eodes, loc

cit. The theory of
bibliotherapy-as used in studies cited in Chapter 2 was
c1escr1'bed in length above, pp. 14-15.
0

,~~~

!

iI
i
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written or printed verbal syrnbols.n4 8
5.

~n~

6.

~~ing Comprehensio~:

7.

~ng

8.

Trade Book: "· ... a book published for the purpose
'Of-giving-the reader pleasure and of feeding his
interest in reading for pleasure. 11 52

9.

Q!:tj~?~....JJl.Jl~sll.~:

Att.i tude: 11 • • • sentiments, interests, and
1nnermost feelinfs relative to the broad field of
.
rea d 1ng
• • • • It 9
"· •• the ability to read
comPlete prose passages \'lith understanding. n50

Self-c.Q.:qS2:.e.1: A child's viel'i of his role as
a reader. It is the student•s·sum of reading experiences, perceptions, attitudes, and feelings about
reading. Self-concept is made up of role expectations, the acceptance or denial of the aspirations
and demands that the student thinks others--significant others--expect of him, and aelf adequacy, the
regard with which a student views his present and
future probabilities of success in reading.51

A student v1hose composite
grade eq_ui valency score on the Vlord l\leaning and
Paragrauh Meaning subtests of the Stanfc~rd .Achievement Test, Primary II, Form X, feli''"-:b . ;Q-c;):;- more--stanine~s~·belm..,r his score on the 1!.9.E.Ge:::.T~~ll~Js£

48
A. J. Harris,

op. cit., p .. 7.

!I..£YL..i£w.-l~.S:.~:.~:.~J1!;:~i~2l(k,..~l?J.~ilr,

49san Diego County Department of Education,
Il2Y~.:.t?LY~...9L~ilH~ Attitl!~1£? Monograph

4 of

;____

_____________ _
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!u

}]21~.!1£

.:t1.?.a<l~n.&.•Jru.~tr.:~s;~i'2,_n tsarl'D.iego: San Diego County Dep;J.rtmGnt
of Education, 19b1), p. 10.

50Arthur Is Gates and \1/al ter IL HacCHni tie,
~~~9-2'1~~ of the QQ:j;~s·:~Gi~.i~£le~~-Tes~,
SurYey :0, Forms 1, 2, and ) [New Yo:rk: reeachers COilege
P:-cess, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-versi t:y 1 1965), p.. 1.

5'l Adapted from a term for "academic self-concept 11 :: in
George A. Farrah, Norman ,J. l'1.i1chus, and William Reitz,
tfa.nual of Interpretation of the Self-Cone~ and Noti-

~ET§'[]~y.f~f.££~I2~'!s!l~.1£ -YoiiJTear:L:f"f~liT[l
rnt:;arborn I-lei.ghts, .fVI.lch~ .: George x:-:&'arrah, Norman·!.
.,..... e h.us 1 an d 11
M
1 ~
f',J.'11'1.am -R el't z, 106'
"' u0 ) , P•. 1 • .
52 ca.rter V. ·Good ( ed.), Dict.iona.!L...of Education
(New York: 1'IcGraw-1Iill Book Comp~. ~ 1959);-p:-bi~.

-=------
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JntelJ.igence_~est, Form ~' Level 2. 53
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SillU1ARY
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~

This first chapter of the report outlined the
problem of reading underachievement which is common to a
significant number of male students in elementary schools.
The investigator noted the high frequency of concomitant
emotional factors which often precede, aceompany, and result
from such a reading disability.
In an effort to help grant the "right to read" to
every boy and girl within the decade of the ·1970's, the
writer described a procedure of group bibliocounseling whose
effect~veness

he proposed to investigate in assisting fourth

gracle boys who were designated. as underachieving in

reading~

The ·writer set forth hypotheses to be tested, stated (-the
assumptions and limi.tations upon which the study was based,
and defined important terms terms vrhich he usedo
Four additional chapters complete the remainder of
the report.

They are:

~~ Chapter 2, nRev-imv o.f the Liter·-

ature Related to the Stu.dy, tt ('g) Chapter 3,
:Procedure of th~ Study, 11 ~~) Chapter 4,
Data, 11 and ('4) Chapter 5,
mendations .. n

11

11

11

Th.e Design and_

Analysis of the

Summary, Conclusions, and Recom-

)

53Ada.pted from a procedure recommended by Carol K.
\V'inkley, "Aclministrati ve Proeed.ures for the Underachiever in
Reading: Bu.U.d.ing Staff Competence in Identifying Und.erachievers1 11 ~1!£._!!£.'!21:~..£E...J1.?;_)},£§;.<!iilgt ed. H. Alan H.obinson, Supplementary Educational Nonographs, No. 92 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, ·1962), p. 159.
·
·

r:

k=~----

· Chapte:r 2
---·--

RE~VIF:W

OF THE

I~I~r:E:H.A:t'URE

~

RELATED TO THE STUDY

Selected literature pertaining to the study is
presented belm'i in four specific areas:
·1 ,

Reading ·and the seJ.f-concept

2.

The effect of bibliotherapy in changing

g

vaJ~es

and attitudes.

3o

~~he

effect of' intr::)rest and attitudes on reading

comprehension~

.

'

i

I

4.

Elementary gchool group counseling:

it::l effeet

.i

on underachievers in reading.
RE~ADING

AND THE SELF-CONO:E:PT
r' -- --------------

i~

The literature which relates to reading and the
self-concept is discussed below under three headings.
sections deal with the following:

j~

These

(1) perceptual theory and

the reader's self-concept, (2) the relationship

'
c:::-- -- ---

!:

betwee~

reading and the self-concept, and (3) the effect of remedial
i

reading programs on the self-concepts of students who are

I

1------·,

!-

underachieving in reading.

""

.b=~-.:.=....:;:=_;_

Arthur W. Combs set forth two prj_nciples of behavior
which, he believed, have implications for education.

24.

These

,.

~~

!I.
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princ:i.p1es are:

(1)

11 • • •

people behave according to how

things seem to them, 11 and (2)

11 • •

·•

the most important

ideas any of us ever have are those ideas we hold about
ourselves. 111
Combs and Snygg theorized that all behavior is a
function of perception; a person's feelings, convictions,
attitudes, and understandings constitute the directing
forces of his behavior o
is, therefore,

11 •

e

•

An :Lnd:Lvidual 1 s perceptu.al field

the entire universe, including

himself, as it is experienced 'by the individual at the
instant of action. 112
The authors felt that among the factors which may
limit one 7 s perceptual f:Leld are his goals and values.

Also,

the perceiv-ed presence of threat could cause a person's
behavior to become rigid, narrovJing his opport·c.:cJJ.ties for
'7.

gaining new perceptual experiences.)

~---

Relating their theory to reading instruction, Combs
and Snygg stressed that a child's self-concept regarding
reading has a vital effect on his selection of perceptions
which become a part of his perceptual field.

A student who

has developed a concept of himself as being unable to read
L___

1Arthnr VI. Combs, "Seeing Is Behaving," Educational

~hi'£,

XVI (October, 1958), 21-26.

-

·---

2Arthur W. Combs and Donald Snygg, Individual
~.Yl..sr.t.}JE~gep~c~1-A.P:eroach t<?..Jl..e,hay~i-~-"'{rev ;-ea. ;
New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1959), p. 20.

&

'--'-------~

3Ibid., pp. 165-89.
<"----
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is likely to avoid reading.

The very experiences which

might have helped him to change his concept of self are
b y-passe d • 4 .

--

""

The authors recommended that remedial reading
instruction for the student who is like the child they
described must be directed not only at helping him to
perceiVE:~

more accurately and effectively the words on the

printed page, but even more important, a new and more
adequate concept of himself e

vli thin an atmosphere of accep-

tance 1 he should have the chance to sense new needs, goals 9
and values.

The learning environment should be especially

free from threat, enabling the child to perceive rich and
varied experiences.

Such a teaching relationship, Combs and

S:n:;rgg stated t would assist the stndent in changing from a

negative to a positive concept of himself. 5
I_; _ __

!.lJ£..11.(1~ i .2P~hiU~~.~!

1}.~.§2j;]_gl.._§}J2.~~~ 11~- C O~:r1·f2.£1

~==
=---

Several vlri ters have speculated on the etiology of
the negative reading self-concept.

Abrams stated that \'.Then

a ch:Lld Vii th normal or superior intellj.gence is unable· to

read adequately, he is subjected to great environmental
p:ressure from both his parents and peers.
to feel extremely inadequate and resentful.

He

then begins
Should his

teacher use reprimands and threats to gain his attention in
reading, a vicious circle of more inattention and frus--------~

4Ibid., pp. 152-53.

5rbid., pp. 388-409.
I

.
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tration is likely to be followed by more discipline.

The

result would be even greater negative feelings toward
.
6
rea d 1ng.
Fernald believed that a student's negative responses
to reading are often the result of unhappy experiences associated with the classroom group.

A student associating any

activities, including reading, with the group, tends to
wi thdra\v, to ass1L"TTe a fearful or antagonistic attitude
·toward it, or to compensate for his failure by showing off.?
Students with negative

re~ding

self-concepts are

especially handicapped in school, Harris believed, because
their inadequacy and self-estimate are lowered in all phases
of schoolwork in which reading is done.

He stated that the

stress which is placed on reading as a eriterion of general
competence .in school, by teachers, by parents, and by peers,
often causes children who regard

themselve~J

to feel that they·are i.ntellectual paupers.

.':ls poor readers
For such

students 9 Harris :r·ecommended that a program be initiated to
help them to change tlteir feelings tO\•Jard reading. 8

6Ju1es C. Abrams, "Psychological Influences on
Reading , n Df1_9.i21..2EJ c_a 1 ..§::G.~.~.J? !1'L£h£12.&"L9.§} jT ~2.i2£U!L.Bs..ad ~~!lE\'
eds. Marj or :i.e Seddon Johnson and Roy A. Kress, .Proceeliings
of tb.e 21st Annual Reading Institute, Vol. '3 (Philadelphia:
The Reading Clinic, Temple University, 1964), p. 33.
7 Gx-ace T-1. Fe;nald, S.~.n~edial Te_f?_llf-d;~~in Bast£
§!.2}10ll.Ul~.~ (New York: l\lcGraw-1fi1'! Book Company, 1943),
p •.

___

c:~"

8~

8

A11?ert J. HarriB, §o~1-to ~nc;.r::~- Read~nJLAbil:i_tyt

.~_Gy,td~...:t~L]l.~!-OJ2m~~lli-~~~· N;: ~h~h ~
New York: David NcKay Company, l:nc., l976T, P~ 284~

_. __ J-

_cc
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I1a.my concluded that a child's self-eoncept and the
perceptions which he holds of himself in relationship to
aspects of his world are not only related to his reading
,.

achievement, but could be causal factors as

well~

She

reviewed perception data obtained by observers who worked
individually with fifty-two first graders.

Inferences were

drawn from each child's perceptions of his personal adequaoy
and oi.' his adequacy in dealing with aspects of his world. 9
Using a disguised method of sampling the reading
achievement of' 240 boys and girls in grades tvw th·.cough
five, Sopis stated that a variable called

as a

"self-imag~

reader 11 does exist and that .for boys this variable is re1a., ted to reading

achievement~

A recommendation of the study

was that :ee;.3_ding i.;eachers give a major emphasis to assisting
~

their pupils in gaining a positive self·- image~

Instruments

used in the study included the reading subtest of the

.Qt~m·:

t-"---1

ford...... Achievement Test and the Colvin Silhouette Tes~. 10

~

,.....,..-.-----=--.--~

~-~""---

Toller .found highly significant differences to exist
in favor of achievers in a study of self-evaluations between
two groups of

twe.nty-~fi ve

Caucas5.a.n boys o

One group ·was

known to t)e underachiev:Lng by two or more years beJ.ovl grade
level, while the other vvas achieving at or above grade

9M~ry W. Lamy, "Relationship of Self-Perceptions of
:F:arly Primary Ghild.ren to Achievement in Reading, 11 Disser:,
...
tation Abstracts,
24:628-29, August, 1963.
10 Josephine Sopis, "The Relationship of Self Image
as a Reader to Reading Achievement, 11 !:.£_ademj_c The::za:J?X
,9,u.a1:t~t1r, VI (Winter, 1965-1966), 94-10T';lf).
----~~~....,..._

__ _,...,.._

:<;

~---
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level in reading.

Poorer readers evaluated themselves as

feeli.ng less accepted, less adequate, and less secure on the
Self-ELv~luation

Invent£ry for

C0ll.£r~

and on a self-concept

inventory which Toller had designed. 11

;!

Wattenberg and Clifford obtained measures of mental
ability as well as of self-concept from 128 kindergarten
youngsters.
were again

At the end of the second
tested~

grade~

the same pupils

The writers concluded that measures of

·the self-concept relating to competence and personal worth
are antecedent to and are
progress in reading. 12

signifi~antly

predictive of later

Boys perceiving themselves as being very low in
learning ability vvere found by Spicola to be

lov~est

in

reading achievement, even though fifty-seven perce:nt of them
were average and above in

intelligence~

Data on the 381

sixth graders in the study sho\'red that a significant reJ.a-·

),

tionship existed between their ability on the reading
subtest of the .§.:!:_auf._q_=£.2:

As1]._:i~~

and on measures of

self-concept on the Reeder Adaptation of the

~

£§1£~~-Jpveni~r~. 1 3
11 Gladys Schwartz Toller, "Certain Aspects of the
Self-Evaluations r'lade by AchieYing and Retarded Readers of
Average and above Average Intelligence," ~~..ri~
AbstractQ, 28:976-A, September, 1967.
.
12William Vl .. Wattenberg and Clare Clifford "Rela9
tion of Self··Concepts to. Begilming Achievement in Reading, 11
.Qllild Devtlopmen·.b XXXV (June, 1964), 461-67.
13Rose Franees Spicola 11 An Investigation into Seven
1
Correlates of Reading Achievement Including the SelfConcept, 11 Dissertation Abstracts,
21:2199, J!,e bruary, 1961.
.....
.

~-~·~··
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The Effect of Remedial
· ]\e~ding on the Self-.Concep~
In his review of the research and literature, the
writer found that few experime·ntal studies have been
conducted to determine the effect of remedial reading
programs on the self-concept.
Smith investigated the impact of specialized reading
instruction on eighty-five male fourth, fiftht and sixth
graders who were underachieving in reading.
placed in one of three groups:

Subjects were

(1) reading instruction,

(2) personal inte.raction, and (3) control.

The first two

groups met :for twenty-five, one-half hour sessions extending
over a three-month period.

The reading instruction method

was the most effective for improving students• self-concepts
4
as measured by the ~Jj~Jl.£~MSi~l.f::.£.2.1.12.£P..:t..Lnv£rlJ:.Q!...'Y:• ·J

In a university reading clinic setting, Strickler
combj:ned group counseling with remedial reading instruction.
Thirty-six elementary and secondary students were divided
into experimental and control groups,

The former group

received one hour of remedial reading instruction followed
by one hour of group counseling.

The control group received

two consecutive hours of remedial reading instruction.
Groups met each Saturday morning for a school semester.

·I4Phyllis VI. Sm:L th, tt Self-Concept Gain Scores and
Reading Efficieney Terminal Ratios as a Function of
Specialized Reading Instruction or Personal Interaction,"
Be~Q_~J~f~i::!'4L]e~.f.:l~If!, t;d. J! Allen Figure}, Proceedings of
the ~we~ftn Annual Convent1on, Vol. 13, ~art 1, (Newark,
N.J.: International Reading Association, 1969) 1 pp .. 671-74.

__ ;_
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Posttest results showed that the counseled group had
significantly greater improvement than the non-counseled
group in the acquisition of more positive school and social
attitudes.

Elementary students demonstrated a greater

.ability to benefit from either remedial treatments v,rhether
it \'las the counseling-remedial reading instruction combination or only remedial reading, than did the secondary
students. 15
Seay also conducted a clinical reading program for
elementary school boys who were underachieving in reading.
Se-venty-tvTO boys from grades four through seven who attended
a reading clinic were matched with boys having no reading
problems

9

The boys receiving remedial reading had

indi.vid·~

ualized clinical instruction several days each week for
seventeen weeks.

Positive mean changes in the treatment
I.

group's personal, social, and total self-concepts were at
the • 001 level of significance.

1: _ __

T-heir improvement in

reading skills were positively but not significantly related
to corresponding changes in the self-concept. 16

1 5Edwin Strickler, "Educational Group Counseling

Within a Remedial Reading Program," Dissertation Abstracts,
25:5129-130, March, 1965.
-· · ·--w··- ··~" -- -·
16Lesten Clare Seay, "A Study to Determine Some
Relations Between Changes in Reading Skills and
Self-Concepts Accompanying a Remedial Program for Boys with
Low Reading Ability a.nd Reasonably Normal Intelligence, 11
Dissertation
Abstracts, 21:2598-599, r1arch, 1961.
...
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In this preceding section, perceptual theory as it
relates to the reader's self-concept was discussed.

In

addition, a number of studies were reviewed which quite
conclusively demonstrate that a correlation does exist
between reading ability and the self-concept.

Three studies

were cited which show that students receiving remedial
assistance in reading can significantly improve in their
self-concept.

However, two of the studies were made in a

==-~~
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clinical treatment setting.

Therefore, those findings might

not generalize to reading programs conducted within a public
school setting.
i
i
!

THE J_gF:B'ECT OF BIBI,J:OTHERAPY IN CHANGING
VAIJUES AND ATTITUDES

ri

I -

The literature which relates to bibliotherapy and

[_;

_ __

its e.ffect in changing values and attitudes is discussed
'

f---------

~:-- -~-~~~~-~ ~--

below u:..'lder two headings.
following:

These topics deal with the

(1) opinion regarding the use of bibliotherapy

in the public school setting, and (2) speeif:Lc studies made
a·t the elementary school level ·which have been made using
bibliotherapy to change values and attj_ tudes.
Oninion on the Use of

-~-JKf~r:~I£:}:£.1.!.£.<?.1§.

Although Russell and. Shrodes saw a practical use for
bibliotherapy by the classroom teacher in assisting children
in solving their developmental problems of adjustment, other
/
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writers have been more cautious in making such a recommendation. 17
In 1961, Tews made a survey of sixty individuals
who, until that time, had been active in promoting the use
of bibliotherapy.

As a result of her study, she drew up a

definition of bibliotherapy which corresponded to the views
of a majority of those surveyed:
Bibliotherapy is a program of selected activity
involving reading materials, planned, conducted, and
controlled as treatment under the guidance of the physician for emotional and other problems. It must be
administered by a skilled, prqfessionally trained
librarian within the prescribed purpose and goals. The
important and dynamic factors are the relationships
which are established, the patient's reactions and
responses, and the reporting back to the physician for
interpretation, evaluation, and directions in
follow-up.18
_
Ci tine; :revrs' definition of bibliotherapy 1 \'Iitty

agreed with the wording and suggested that bibliotherapy
be used with discretion ru1d be limi·ted to the specialized
endeavor as described above. '19
Darling was specific in his criticism of the
classroom use of bibliotherapy as proposed by Russell and.
Shrodes.

He stated that the reader must be an able one if

he is to use a wide variety of suitable materials.

17Ravid H. Russell and Caroline Shrodest

The poor

Contributions of Research in Bibliotherapy to the Language-Arts
Program 1, 11 -.---..-School.... Review, LVIII (September, 1950), 335-42$
18Ru·i;h M. Tew_s, 11 Introduction, 11 J~.~..TJ;'end§_, XI
(October, 1962), 99.
·
19P.aul A. vli:cty, 11 Meeting Development Needs through
Reading," Ed1~~.;'liL9_ll, I.JXXXIV (Harch, 1964), 455. _
~-
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reader, he·pointed out, would be occupied primarily wi.th the
simple process of reading words and sentences and, as a
result, would be unlikely to have the deeper understanding
of the content so that the necessary processes of identification, catharsis, and insight could occur. 20
Additionally, Darling felt that students in the
classroom would lack the basic requirement of therapy, which
seems to be that an illness be present.

For this reason,

he believed that the term "bibliotherapy" is a misnomer in
describing a process of helping quite normal, healthy
youngsters in the classroom with their common d?velopmental
problems. 21
Bibliotherapy, if interpreted in the sense suggested
by Russell and Sh:r·odes, might make read:Lng a tool when it

should be a means for deriving joy and delight, according to
Weingarten.

It was his feeling that teachers could fail to

lead students to books for the joy of reading because of
their preoccupation with the value in books for the
yoU-YJ.gsters' personal-social development .. 22
Bailey similarly stated that children read because
a book is interesting, funny, or exciting, and because they
want to know the outcome of the story.

She believed that

20 Richard I1. Darling, "lv1ental Hygiene and Books:
Bibliotherapy as Used with Children and Adolescents, 11 vfilson
ill£?-.£Lll::UJ.:~JJ}l, XXXII (December, 1957), 293-96. .
'? .,

c..

Ibid.

22 sami.wl Weingarten, 11 Boundaries of Reading in
Sat1sfying Needs," }~o.ucation, LXYJCIV (March, i964), 480-88 •
....-..--..,.,..~
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any clearer understanding which ·students might gain of
themselves and· of their own personal problems is almost
always a by-product of bibliotherapy. 2 3
The Effect of
~~-ChanSl~g

Bibliothera~!

Values and Attitudes

Despite the statements of caution cited above by
writers regarding the use of bibliotherapy in the classroom,
a number of doctoral studies within the past decade have
investigated its effect in changing the values and attitudes
of elementary students within the classroom setting.
Appleberry involved 270 third-grade pupils in

typi~~

cal classroom situations in a study of the effects of
reading.

Seven classes did their library reading from a

selection of books chosen because of tb.eir value for biblion•
therapy and listenedto their teachers read many of the
stories aloud.
reading.

No discussion of the stories followed the

Jnve control classes read from any library books

except those selected for bibliotherapy.
pre,. and posttested on the

.9..~11!~. ,Test_s>J_.r~Il~

before and after the nine-week period.
subtests

All students were

In nine of twelve

the experimental group scored significantly higher than the control group. 2 4
a:n.alyz~d,

Bailey~ "A·Candle of Understanding,"
E<!l-iS..C:~:!:.J:.S.~, LXXVI (Nay , 19 56 ) , 5 15- 21 • ··
')4
~ Mary Hilton Applebe~ry, "A Study of the Effect of
Bibliothe:rapy on Third-Grade Children Using a Haster List of
Titles from Children~ s JJi te:t:"ature, 11 Dissertation Abstracts,
30:2718-A, January, 1970.
-----~-2 3Iviatilda
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In an effort to increase the concept of sportsman--

=---___ - __ --

ship in fourth, fifth, and sixth grade
pupils,
Bovyer had
.
.
teachers at one school read orally twelve short, sports
stories illust-rating concepts of sportsmanship to students.
No discussion of the stories or about sportsmanship was
held~

A second school acted as a control group.

All 213

students participating from both schools wrote papers before
and after the experiment about sportsmanship.

A content

anal;;rsis of both groups 1 writing revealed that differences
between the two groups were not significant.

Bovyer recom··

mended that discussions be added in future studies to help
build. concepts and understandings. 2 5
Livengood attempted to increase democratic behavior
i.n a s:Lxth-g:r:ade c1ass:r·oom throu.gh her oral reading of
thi:r.ty-six selections from children's literature which had
been screened for traits of good peer relations and democratic practices.
readings.

~-----

No discussions were held after the

A battery of tests was administered to the class
_L.: _ __

and to a control class before and following the experiment.
The results showed that the class receiving bibliotherapy
lost in good relations and democratic practices.
.
b y b ot'·.n groups were no t sJ.gnl
.
. f.1can t • 26
ga1ns
2r.·

Reading

;George G. Bovyer, "Stories ancl Children's Concepts
of Sportsmanship in the Fourth, -lt~ifth, and Sixth Grades, 11
~11£B.~.2!!.&1J~~ht XXXIX (December, 1962), 762-65.
26 norothy Kroft Livengood, 11 The Effect of Bibliotherapy upon Peer Relations and Democratic Practices in a
Sixth. Grade Olassroom, 11 Dissertation Abstracts, 25:3437-438,
Deceniber, 1964- ~

.
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In a study by Ponder, sixty economically disadvantaged fifth-graders were assigned to experimental and
control groups.

Stories featuring economically disadvan-

taged children were read orally to a bibliotherapy group for
thirty-minute periods twice a week for five months.

Discus-

sions followed. the readings concerning the actions and
feelings of the characters.

--

-----

The control group had similar

reading and discussion periods u.sing stories not about the
disadvantaged.

All students \<lere pre- and posttested on the

Q.alit£7Jll.§-....~.§.:t~T;.§r0.1}a]i t;L and. the

~.2Elli~~

~=---------=.o.o__-~_

L.:
I
~;-

Data showed that bibliotherapy neither produced a
-Test.
significant increase in students• self-acceptance scores,
nor did it increase their reading scores. 2 7
Fisher made an effort to improve fi.fth-grade pupils'

attitudes toward Indians through the reading of six short
stories about American Indians.

Lasting for three weeks,

the study featu..red a reading-discussion group, a
group, and a control group.

1-:
["---

x~ea(ling

All were pre- and posttested on

an atti tudinaJ. instrument constructed. by Fisher.

The

readi:ng·-discussion group had positive change significantly
greater than the read:i.ng groU;p, while the reading group hact
signiflcant change over the control group,

N'o relationship
~----

was sho\<m bet\V"een reading achievement or IQ and atti tudj_nal

Br~azeale Ponder, trAn Investigation of
the E:ffects of Bibliotherapy and. Teachers' Self-Others
Acceptance on Pupils! Self-Acceptance and Reading Achievement Scores," Dissertatio:n Abstracts, 24: 2900-A-901-A,
March, 1969. ~--_.,..·~-------,-~- ·
2 7viJ:ginia.
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change; boys appeared to have greater change than girls when
in the rcading:.discussion group. 28
In a somewhat similar stud.y, Tauran attempted to
find Vlhether third-grade children's attitudes could be
changed J.'egarding Eskimos.

He divide d. eight classes of

students into experimental ·and control groups, using the
Solomon design to prevent the influence of pretesting on
four of the groups.

The students first read favorable

stories about Eskimos; later, they read unfavorable stories
so that this effect might also be measured.

The study

showed that racial ideas of children can be influenced in
either a positive or negative direction, depending upon the
kinds of stories read. 2 9
Lewis divided 216 s:Lxth-grade students into four

I

)_

groups of fifty-four students each.

Over a period of six

weeks, one group read and discussed eleven short stories
dealing with values, a second group only read the short
stories, a third group, without reading, discussed values,
and a fourth group served as a control.

~~----

The Test of Values

was administered to all groups before and after the experiment ~ · Iml)lications of the study were that reading has an
impact on values, that it is important to select literature
28 J?rank L. Fisher* "The Influences of Reading and
Discussion on the Atti.tudes of Fifth Graders Toward American
Indians, 11 p~rtaji.Q.~ .~.strs-..9.1§., 26:6442, Mity, 1966.
2 9Rouland Herman Tauran, "The Infli.tences ·of' Reading
on the Atti tu(1es of Third Graders Toward Eskimos, 11 Disser.t§jd.9.!L.A~§.t.r.,~, (.~8:4394-A, IVlay, 1968.
---

~-

r----
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which offers children opportunities to identify with characters who represent desirable values~ and that follovring
reading, children can discuss their feelings regarding the
values in the stories.3°

In the above section, the opinions of selected
writers v1ere cited regarding t:he.:::'.U$'ier·-of bibliotherapy in the
public school classroom.

Also, several recent doctoral

studies were reviewed on the effect' <of bibliotherapy in
changing values and attitudes of elementary school students.
Many of the writers gave cautionary statements on
bibliotherapy.

Some felt that: _

(1) the process would not

be successful with students who read poorly, (2) it should
only be used under a physician's direction. (3) normal
classroom students are not sufficiently ill to require a
form of therapy 1 and ( 4) it might dj_scoura.ge students from
reading ..
Of seven studies discussed on the effect of bibliotherapy, four reported significant results in building
positive attitudes and values in those

treated~

In at least

three of the studies, teachers··re·a:d the stories orally to
the students; in the same number, no discussion occurred
following the reading.

Only one study made provision for

- -3°rsabel
- Rogers Lewis,

"Some Effects of the Reading
and Discussion of Stories on Certain Values of Sixth-Grade
11 Dissertation Abstracts, 28: 4513-A-5 '14-A, Nay, 1968.
:l?upiJ.s,
.
.. - ..
...._..._.-a>.<OO.I•t~il---··-~~,.
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the possible influence of pretesting on attitudes by having
utilized the Solomon Design.

Not one study of the seven

made long-term measurements of the possible lasting effects
of bibliotherapy.

Any reported significant attitudinal
.

changes were only those obtained from posttesting immedi-

~

------

~---

ately following the administration of bibliotherapy.

THE EFFECT OF INTEREST AND ATTITUDE
ON READING COJYIPRJ~HENSION
The literature which relates to the effect of
interest and attitude on reading comprehension is discussed
below under two headings.
lowing:

These sections deal with the fol-

(1) scholarly opinion regarding the value of

interest and attitude on reading comprehension and (2) the
effect of interest and attitude on reading comprehension.

.

:'

Q:~££..-~n _t"pe_ Re_l§ t

i_Ol!,;;?_hj;.P,
of Interest and Attitude

~-v~~~ns"i§:ri

A number o:f

~,'lriters

I

I,__

have speculated on the impor-

tance of interest and attitude on reading comprehenn.ion.
Fernald 1 for example, stated that

11

J!'inal success in any

remedial work in reading can be achieved only if it incJ.udes
much reading in which inte:rest in content is the pacer • 11 "i1
..
Tinker and McCullough recommtmcl.ed thr-:1.t each new
story or book: which children read should be at a proper
7i1

.

.. Fernald 1 op. cit., p. 75.
.

t'

•'
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level of difficulty so that the context will yield a maximum
number of intelligible clues to the meaning of any new word.
They believed that motivation comes through the use of
interesting materials.

For the child who comes into contact

with new words in a variety of interesting contexts, success
in reading is a strong possibility.3 2
Harris stated that two interest factors lead to
gains in reading comprehension.

These are:

(1) to employ

·reading materials which are intrinsically capable o:f
attracting and holding the readers' interest and (2) to use
the materials that are available in ways which foster
interest.

He called it a mistake to limit materials to the

interests which the students already express;

rather~

the

teaeher sho1.ild attempt to intx>oduce youngsters to stories
and books known to have a vlide appeal for many children§ 33
When teachers place great emphasis on reading skills
such as phonics and word analysis, Barbe warned that they
are liable to reduce the reading process to little more than
a mechanical, rote accumulation of isolated skills which .
actually have little relationship to reading.
those skills must accompa:n.y the use of ,them

N::tstery of

~.-.rhile

readingo

He concluded 9 "Only by developing permanent interests in

reading, along with the mastery of basic skills, can reading
-?

.

-'"""Miles A. Tinker and Constance M. McCullough,
~~hiJl€'~J:..~ry:~!lt~lry R·~~:b.~ (3cl ed~; New York: AppletonCentury~-uro.t ts ,'19b8j, _p ~ l37.
33A. • ,J. • r·tai:rJ.s
· 1 . op.

CJ.·t··,

p. 291 •.
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instruetion be said to be successful."34
Glasser stated that the only manner in whi.ch children can or should be encouraged to read is by providing

-----·

them with interesting materials and removing the threat of
failure.

He stressed the value of the teacher's becoming

involved with students, talking to them, and listening to
what they haYe to say.

Within such an accepting environ-

ment, according to·him, involved students will naturally
become motiYated to feel success in reading.35
The Ei'f'ect of Interest and

-fiTI.:ti~ ·on~~

Comprehension

_ _ ,..

.............

-

;oo1

Investigations have been made to determine the
effect \vhich interest and a.ttitude have on students' reading
comprehension.
Several years ago, vlitty noted in a su:r..•vey of 100
youngsters admitted to a university reading clinic that
eighty~two

percent lacked interest in reading.

J?orty-four

percent of the students had an indifference to reading, and
forty~·tll...ree

percent disliked reading.

He observed that such

attj.tu.des may be reactions to difficulties in reading whj.ch
the students had experienced.

However, 'IJ'li tty felt that

these attitudes might only b'e the forerunners of later

34walter B.

Barbe, "Interests and the Teaching of
Readi:ng," ~,Slucati<?.,~, LXXXIII (April, 1963), 4-86-90.

,.._

"

35\liilliam Glasser, "An Approa~h to· the Solution of

Read.i.ng Di.fficul ties 1 11 C_l.§.Lr.~Jl2~. Reacl~_9o_nfe~~SJ....T.hir.:t'L:.
fourth YE)a:r:book, ed~ Maicolm P ~ass (Cf'aremont: The
C~8xenwrJ;1f0:~ting Confe~ence~ 1970), PP~ 47-53.
·
&
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stress when the students found that their reading failure
had far-reaching consequences.3 6
~Johnson

-

- - -

and Jacobson examined how the attitudes of

285 fourth, fifth, and sixth graders to certain thematic

content were related to their comprehension of the reading
selections.

The subjects read nine stories.

They then

answered comprehension questions and filled out an attitude
inventory.

The results questioned the importance of consid-

ering attitudes as a means of improving comprehension.37
The effectiveness of using basic readers versus
high-interestt low-vocabulary materials in improving pupils'
reading achievement and attitude was investigated by Harris.
She assigned tvnmty underachieving fourth, fifth, and s.ixth
graders to a group using basic readers.

Another twenty

students used high--interest materials.

After f:Lfty··seven

sessions 1 both groups had made significant progress in their

i

[--'-----

reading achievement and in attitude toward reading, with no
si.gn.i.fice.nt o.if:ferences existing between the two groups. 38
3c0

Panl Witty, "Interest and Success--The Antidote to
Stres::;," Ell~!.n§lli.~E~~h' XXXII (December, 1955), 509.
37Joseph c. Johnson, 2d, and Milton D. Jacobson~
some Att:itudinal and CompreJ::lension :B'actors Operating in the
~riddle Grades, 11 ~~s:. a!:ioE._~~~.£h2.12~·;;.tJ1~~-f2:!.r.emewgi, ·
XXVIII (Autumn, ·1gE;aJ, 825-32.
. .
11

···---

3SAnna Shapiro Harris 1 "The Relationship 1'3et,.reen
Reading Progress and Materials Used in the Teaching of
Re'Slding to Retarded Readers in Grades IV, \T and VI: A Com···
parison of the Effectiveness of Basic ·nead.ers Versus
Published High-Interest, Low-Vocabulary 11aterials·on Reading
Achiev·ement and Attitude," Dissertation Abstracts, 23:2008,
December, 1962.
_ _..._
'--·---
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In.a study designed to learn about the effects of
changing children's attitudes toward reading, Healy divided
100 fifth-grade students into three groups.

One of the

groups was exploratory and flexible, with students choosing
their reading materials according to interest.

A second

group utilized similar features of the first; pupils read to
partners as well as within small, flexible groups.

A third

group read with students of their own ability level.

At the

end of the school year, testing revealed that the first two
groups' growth in reading achievement was highly significant
ove~c

the third groupe

The greatest. ch8:nge in favorable

reading attitude was noted in the second group.39
A few years later, Healy made a longitudinal study
of the subjects when they were in junior high

school~

Party-four students were still available from the.earlier
experiment~

She found that those who had read according to

interest within a flexible grouping plan still maintained
significant reading achievement gains over the control group
of tvro years earlier. 40
According to research conducted by Groff, correlations between attitudes toward content types of materials
and reading test scores on these materiaJ.s were at the sig-

39Ann Kirtland Healy, "Changing Children's Attitudes
Toward· Reading, 11 lliElC}'.l~arl .~!1.8::!-J..Ei£, XIJ (ll1arch, 1963),
255-57. 279~

4°Ann Kirtland Healy, "Effects of Changing Children's Attitudes Toward Reading,"
(Narch, 1965 ), 269-'72.

~;p:ng~i!3h,

-
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nificant level. Subjects in the study were 305 fifth and
sixth graders. 41

--

=-----.___ ---=---

Shnayer divided 578 sixth-grade students into seven
groups according to their reading achievement test scores.
Each group read fifteen stories with readability scores two
years higher than the mean reading ability for each group.
Students rated the stories according to interest and answered comprehension questions on the stories.· The investigator concluded that reading interest, as a factor of
reading comprehension, was highly .significant at the .001
level for the children with reading ability from two years
below grade level to one year above grade level.

Beyond

that level, high abili !;y was sufficient to maintaii1 compre.
42
h ens1on.

\V.i thin the above tvro sections, opinions of writers

as·welY as the results of research conducted on the effect

!_" _ _

of j_nterest and attitude on reading comprehension were
'· - - - r

reviewed.

All of the writers cited agreed that the factor

of interest is highly important in encouraging students to

4 1Patrick J. G:roff~ "Children's Attitudes Tovmrd
Reading and Their Critical Reading Abilities in Four
Content-Type rlfaterials," The Journal of Educational
Research,' LV (April, 1962},31~·---·- . -....
42Sidney W. Shnayer, "Relationships Between Reading
IntereBt and Reading Comprehensdon, 11 B:.~d~ and ~'Llis~,
ed. J. Allen J?igurel '· Proceedings of the Twei1t'Fi:"" Jmrlu.ai
Convention, Vol. 13, Part 1, (Newark, N.J.• : International
Reading Assoc.iation, 1969), pp. 698-702.

-
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read.

~1ost

of the writers felt that the added moti vatlon

provided through the use of interesting materials would be
followed by gains in students' reading comprehension.
Investigations into the effectiveness of interest
and attitude on reading comprehension for elemen·tary students were also discussed.

Approximately one-half of the

studies reported significant results when youngsters read
high--interest materials and were then tested for reading
·comprehension.

One longitudinal study reported significant

results lasting over two years fr9m a year's program
emphasizing flexible grouping and reading materials which
were geared to students' interests.
ELEMgNTARY SCHOOL GROUP COUNSJ<~LING: ITS
KFFECT ON UND1~RACHIEVERS IN READING·
The literature which relates to elementary school
group counseling ancl its effect on students who are underachievjJig in reading is discussed below under three
These sections deal with:

headings~

(1) elementary school group

counseling guidelines, (2) the use of psychotherapy for
underachie"'ring

readers~

and ( 3) the effect of group coun-

seling on underachieving readers.

Several writers in the field.of elementary school
counseling have recorrimended procedural guidelines for the
successful practice of group counseling with young students.
~~he

section below will cite specific recommendations for

t:---------
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such a counseling process.
According to Cohn, group counseling provides a
climate for learning, wherein outcomes may be evidenced in
cognitive, attitudinal, and/or behavioral changes.

-·---

He

described the accepting atmosphere as one in which students
can safely try out new behaviors.

The setting, he added,

should encourage the youngsters to ventilate withheld
feelings as well as to react to the expressed attitudes of
thei:r: peers. 43
In differentiating between group discussion and
gro-qp counsel:ing 9 Kinnick stated that problems are examined
primarily from a cognitive approach in group discussion and
from an affective approach in group counseling.

He posited:

• ~ • problems examined and solutions reached would
be the sole responsibility of the group in group discuss.ton··u·unlike group counseling, where similar problems
may be examined but where each student • • • would
decide how appropr!ate a solution would be from his own
perceptual field.4
Regarding the distinction between group counseling

F=~=====

and group therapy, l\1ahler believed that the severity of the
participants• presenting problem is a determining factor.
He

iden~ified

those in need of therapy as persons with

problems in excessive aeting out, deep emotional distur-

i

i

~~--

43Benjamin Cohn (ed.), Guidelines :for Future
Re s~~2:rcJL.2~ ~~~.l~-;r;.&:.J.:l~:t'li"Q.]§l.I£]E;~1:J?~1j:ing
"CBed:t:ord HriT.s, N.Yo: Boarei of Cooperat1ve _e;ducat1ona
Services, 1964), pp. 6-9~
4-4:Bernard E. Kinnick, "Group Discussion and Group
Counseling Applied. to Student l)ro1)lem Solv~ng, 11 The School
Oounselor, XV (lYiay t ·j 968), 354"

_.,.,....USIII$~
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bance, and delinquency.

Mahler felt that almost all pupils

in typical schools are potential participants in group
counseling, with the emphasis resting more ·on factors of
socialization than on deep emotional disturbance.45
Cohn and others described the role of the counselor:
• • • as one who is flexible, accepting1 sensitive
and empathetic, [sic] secure and consistent, with a
great deal of faithin the ability of individuals to
utilize their own resources in problem solving. 4-6
However~

when counseling children in the interme-

diate grades, Ohlsen saw the need for greater structure and
more active counselor participation within the group than
might be necessary for secondary or college students.

He

noted that limits in group counseling have to be defined so
that youngsters can understand what is expected and how this
dif:fers .from classroom behavior. 4-7

The two phases of group ccmnseling which often
need the most counselor planning and anticipation, Clack
felt, are:

(1) how to stimulate personal involYement of

the members and (2) how to maintain continuity in group
interaction from session to session.

IIe saw the need for a

\varm-up period at the beginning of each session which could
help group members to establish a climate for effecti-ve
4·5clarence ·A~ :f'.iahler, "Group Counseling, 11 Personnel
and Guidance ,Journal, XLIX (April, 1971), 606~

--n·-

_.,.~~~.an~,.,~JiW-...,4t::n"'"""'.__

4613enjarrd.n Cohn and others, "Group Counseling: An
Orientation," Personnel ancl Guidance Journal, XLII
(December, 1963T,-3~---~--

-1'~~he

47Merle M. Ohlsen, "Counseling Children in Groups, 11
School Counselor,
....... XV (May, 1968), 3t.~3-49 ..
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involvement. 48
In securing members for a co1mseling group, Faust
stated that a school does not need parental permission for
students to participate if it operates on the premise that

:::::i-~

l-':;

the counselor is a member of the educational team and that
counseling is a learning situation itself, enhancing the

-
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-
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larger learning process of the child in the curriculum.49
Vfith reference to having both boys and girls of
intermediate school age in the same counseling group,_Mahler
felt that students of that age generally prefer to interact

~C~--
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~

on a same-sex basis.5°
Several writers have commented on the optimum number
of ele;mentary children who can effectively relate in a
counseling groupe

Mayer and Baker, Combs, and Faust have

all agreed that a group of four to six members seems to
afford children a better opportunity to interact with their

48 Ronald J. Clack, "Encouraging Partic:iJ?ation in

Group Counseling, 11 The School Counselor, XVIII (March,
1971), 286-87.
--~
-

49verne :B'aust, The Counselor-Consultant in the Ele-

~nt<g,.Y_,l1.,q~19.21. (Boston! nougE:tOn""'Mlfflfn CQ'illp"any;-'19()8),--

p. ~?
1:)._.

5°clarenc~.-; A~ Mahler, Gro~ ...221!E~selip.o- i...!l.the
(Boston: Houghton Mifllin Company,

PP:"-20'b-07.
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peers and to set and enforce li.mits.5 1

Schools

L
!

·f969Y,

5 1 G. H.oy Mayer and Paul Baker, "Group Counseling
with Elementary School Children: A Look at Group Size,"
El~~-I!.tar:l,..~S~f.!2_C?_;l._Q_ui.Q_~ce and Gounsill~,g, I (March, 1967),
14f; Charles F. Combs an~roup Counseling:
Applying the Techn.:i.q·u.e, 11 fu~_. §cho.2.l__Co~~.l_o£, XI (October,.
'1963), 13; Faust, op. cit., pp,.. ·145-4b:
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Elementary school group counseling sessions should
range from thirty-five to forty-five minutes in length,
according to Combs.

He felt that sessions v.,rhich last only

thirty minutes do not allow a group to approach and develop
a topic, while those longer than forty-five minutes might
bore students. 52
Ohlsen recommended that a minimum of two group
counseling meetings should be held weekly if students at the
elementary level are to receive benefit from counseling. 53
The total n1unber of counseling sessions necessary
to assist youngsters in overcoming problems of academic
underachievement was estimated by Hahler to exceed five,
ten, or even fifteen, since progress ~ith such a difficulty
is often gradual. 5 4 Zimpfer, hov.1ever, :no-ted that extending
the duration of counseling beyond fifteen or more sessions
with the same participants is possibly i.mpraot:Lcal and
unrealistic.

He ·suggested that if counseling needs e. longer
;;-=--=~----=--

time to prove its effectiveness, then perhaps it should set
more iromediate goals capable of being achieved within the
.
55
. . t e d span o f' f l. ft een mee t lngs.
1 lml·

5 2 combs and others, op. cit., p. 14~

.
53Merl~ Jvl. Ohlsen, _9-ro;:t~"P Q.9~LS~~f~ (New York: Holt,
Rlnehart and Wlnston, Inc., 1970), p. 23 o
54Mahler, "Group Counseling," op. d.t., p. 605.
55David G. Zimpfer, nsome Conceptual and Research
Probmems 1n Group Counsel:Lng,u The School Counselor, XV
( l\1ay ~ 1968) , 330.
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The Use of ~~ychothcra£!
for Underachieving Readers
According to Harris, during a twenty-year period
from 1935 until 1955, psychoanalysts and clinical psychologists often explained reading disability as a symptom of
emotional disturbance and suggested psychotherapy as a
preferred method of treatment.

Agreeing with the belief

that many children with reading problems have emotional
symptoms and problems, Harris argued, however, that it is
often ver,y difficult to determine whether the emotional
signs are the cause or the result of the poor reading.

For

this reason, he stated that psychotherapy is an adequate
method of treatment in only a small number of cases.5 6
Axline was one of the earliest psychologists to
experiment with the effectiveness of nondirective therapy
for unde:.rachieving readers.

Working viith a group of

thirty-seven second-grade students, her techniques included
g:L ving the children the permj_ssi ve use of many exyJressi ve
play :materials.
groups.

They could. also voluntarily attend reading

Af·ter three and one-half months of ther,apy, the

youngsters were tested.

Axline concluded that her thera-

peutic approach " •• · • might be helpful in ;-:wlving certain
'reading problems.'~57
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56 A. J. Harris, op. cit., p. 16.

57 Vi.rgin.i.a Mae Axline; "NondirectivE: Therapy for
Poor Readers, n ,Tou~cnal of 9.2E.s_uJ-tin__fJ£Y.£h.21..?,f~, XI
(l'1arch·-April, 194~69.
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Following Axline's study, Bills conducted an experiment with eight third-grade c1Lildren who were also underachieving in reading.

The first thirty days of the study

were considered as a control period.

During the second

period of thirty days, the youngsters received an average of
six individual therapeutic play sessions and three group
sessions.

Each lasted for forty-five minutes.

A third

period of thirty days was used as another control period to
measure gains which followed immediately after therapy.

The

posttesting revealed that the eight had im_proved in their
reading achievement during the second period vlith a significance at the G001 level.

Gains remained at the significant
level at the end of the third period.5 8
Fisher ran group therapy sessions for six boys who
were underachieving in reading by three years.

He· held one

meeting a week for six months.

The boys also participated

in a remedial reading program.

They shovJed a 39.4 percent

greater improvement in reading than another six boys who
only received remedial reading instruction.59
In ::mother study, Seeman and Edwards selected
thirty-eight fifth and sixth graders who were experiencing
reading difficulties.

Ohe-half of the group :r:eceived daily

58Robert E. Bills,

11

59Bernard Fisher,

Nondirective Play Therapy with
P?.Y.C:.h.olog:y:, XIV
·

o~11l.:ti~

Retarded Readers, JO];!;IJlal
(Apri.l, 1950), 140-49.
11

Group The;apy with Retarded
Reade)-rs, ::L~£§)_,'2._f.:_]dll£.~ti£!!§;1__P_sl,9hol~, XIJIV (October,
1953 , 354-oO.
·.
.
11

11
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thirty-minute therapy sessions in groups of four to seven.
Students could use the time as they wished in playing games,
talking 1 reading, or just sitting.

After sixty-seven

sessions extending over a four-month period, posttesting
showed that the experimental group had. highly significant
gains in reading over the control group on the Gates
~£rye~.

R~.§A,1p._g

However, those ·receiving therapy had a loss

approaching the level of significance in adjustment scores
on the

B-.<2£e_JZ:'?....):erso~litz_ Test. 60

'·-

Three times weekly for four months, Lipton and
Finer administered hour-long psychotherapy sessions to nine
fourth-grade students \'lho were underachieving in reading.
Tested on an informal reading inventory at the end of the
stlldy~

the participants had made

11

q_u.ite s.ign.if.i.cant 11 improve-

.~.. 1n
. tl1e1r
. rea d.1ng~ 61

i-

men~

~2df!2..21..~~.f.

G;r..2lill.....Q£.1El~)-ing

2!L~~~d·a.~,h.i evjE,g, Re:..aCl~-1!

In 1968, Gazda and Larsen conducted a comprehensive
reviev.; of group counseling studies which had been reported
up to that date.

They found that only about five percent

had been made on kindergarten and elementary school chil- .
dren.

The purposes of thoE;e studies were usually stated in
60

Ju.lius Seeman and Benner Edwards, 11 A Therapeutic
.Approach to Readin~ Difficulties, 11 1..£:!-I:·nal _c:f_ Co,nsu.lj;~
l§.J~£h2.12...&Y:t XVIII {December, 1954), 4~.
61 Aaron 1'lp-on
t
and Arthur H. :B'e iner, n Group ~rherapy
and_ ~e~1~dial Readi~g ~· 11 Journal of E~·93:tJOE§-l Psv:g_hoJ..£fil'
~~XLVII l0ctober, 19?6), 3'36:.34~.

.. J
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general terms of assisting underachievers, social isolates,
or slow learners.

They also reported that the average

number in studies who received experimental group counseling
averaged twenty-seven students. 62
However, according to Cohn, a variety of problems
make it difficult to conduct researc}?. in group counseling.
If a study is to include several counselors, he stated,
few of them are likely to define the counseling process in
a similar manner.
ting

co~~seling

He noted that another obstacle in conduc-

research is that of acquiring sufficient

numbers of clients of specified types with which to work. 63

r-:---·-

Crider made one of few group counseling studies at
the elementary school level with the specific purpose of
helping underachieving students in

reading~

eighteen sub;jects into two

one experimental and one

control.

groups~

She divided

For twelve weeks, the experimental group attended
I;

thirty-minute group activities three times a week.
addition, they participated in their regular school
Both groups were pre- and posttested on the
s~v:~,;z:,

In
classes~

~s R~ad~

\'J·ith students in the treatment group scoring over

one grade level higher than the control groupl' a difference

significant at the .01 level$

A similar highly significant

,...2

0

George IVJ:. Gazda and Mary Juhan I1arsen, 11 A Comprehens.t.;ve Appraisal of Group and Multiple Counseling
Research, 11 ,Journal of Research and Develoument in Education,
I (Winter, 1"96.8),-59:··- .
···---~··--"-"--·~---·-----
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6 Co h:n.,

5L~. ~.9e 1J:E..~_J'J?..!.Jr~~Y-~~~'££h..2~ G~
.:th:sg, op. cit p ~ 34.
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difference separated the two groups of fourth graders on the
Q~lifornia Test of Personalitl. 64
Another investigation, by Winkler and others,
'~ ---

inclu.ded a population of 108 fourth-grade students.

The

subjects were defined as underachieving by having a marked
discrepancy between their Wechsler
Chil~

In~~lligfEce_Scale

for

Verbal Scale scores and their grade-point averages.

Six counselors we-:ce assigned to five treatment groups,
'including:

(1) individual counseling, (2) group counseling,

(3) reading instruction using the.Science Research Associ-

ates Reading Laboratory 11-a Power

Bub!Ji.~,

(4) a group

which listened to stories and records, and (5) a control
groups

The study lasted eleven weeks, with each group

pa.rticlp8.ting in .fourteen, thj_rty-minute sessions o

The

effects of the individual treatment groups were considered
in terms of changes subjects had made in grade-point aver-··
ages and on the

.Qa1JJoE.rti§!:._';t~~~~~J- ty:.

None of the
,,,·

group procedures produced a significant change on those
scales.

The researchers concluded that underachievement

mus-t be defined, treated, and measured in more specifi.c ways
than under such a single, global term. 65
6 4:Nildred Murray Crider,

A Study o.f the Effec·tiveness of Group Guidance upon Personality Conflict and
Readino Retardation " Dissertation Abstracts 26:4438
b
~ ··---·---·
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65 Ronald C. v/inkler and. others s 11 The J~.ffects of
Selected Counseling .and Hemedia1 Techniques on Underacl1ieving Ele:mentar;r Students' II
ur.ll~~-·s>LQ.£l~mw1in_g
[§XE2~, XII (\iJ.nter, . 1965), )8t.J.-8,.
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Recently,

McCl~in

completed a study exploring the

effects of group counseling upon the self-concept and
reading achievement of fifth-grade students who were reading
at least a grade level below expectancy.

Thirty students

received group counseling twice weekly for h1ebre weeks in
groups of five to nine members.
given no special attention.

A similar control group was

The investigator concluded from

posttest scores that educational group counseling had helped
some individuals improve their self-concepts and that it
also had a positive statistically significant effect upon
comprehension reading performance.

No such changes \'!ere

observed in vocabulary scores, however.

McClain did not use

any reading materials within the counseling groups.
measuring instruments included the California Test of
§.l.i t,;y:? the

His
P~son-

N~~..E:_lo:m)l~g:tal B~adin£ T~~s fQ£ th..ELJ.Eterm~

.£i§..i~~.§., and the 1!.2~ I_See ]..Y§elU~· 66
!
['---~=- =-=--~

Guidelines for the practice of group counseling in
the elementary school were discussed in the above section.
A rev-.iew of studies from 1935 until 1955 using psychotherapy
and cllnical psychology to assist students ha-ving reading
problems vms also made.

Remedial reading programs during

that period vrere based primarily upon the assumption that
66 Alan Dayl McClain, "The Effects of Group Counseling upon the Self-Concepts of Disabled Readers at the
}~lernentary School Level, 11 ~tat ion Abst:s<:.£~, 31: 5770-A,
May t 1971.
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reading ,disability is a symptom of emotional disturbance
and should be treated as such.

Although the five studies

cited which utilized forms of therapy in treating cases of
reading disability reported significant improvement in the
subjects' reading, three of the studies averaged only nine
participants.

Research designs were generally primitive,

with only t·wo studies utilizing separate control groups.
Three elementary group counseling studies were also
reviewed.

•rwo of the studies whose specific aim was to

assist underachieving students in reading produced positive
signif~.cant

change both in the participants' read1ng

achievement as well as in their self-concept.

SUMMARY
The second. chapter of this repo::..-t revi.ewed the
research and literature pertaining to the study in four
specii'ic areas:

( 1) reading and the

sel.f~-concept ,'

( 2) the

effect of bibliotherapy in changing values and attitudes,

r:

(3) the effect of interest and attitudes on reading compre-

hension 1 and (4) elementary school group eounseling and its
effect on undertl.Ch.ievers .in reacUng.
Regarding reading and the self-concept, the investigator concluded from his review of the literature and
research t:hat a

cori~elati.on

between the two does exist and

that at least within a clinical setting, students receiving
remec1i.al reading can improve their Bel.f-concept.
Although a number of wrlters have cautionecl agains·t

\--'--------
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the use of bibliotherapy in a school situation, several
doctoral dissertations written within the past decade have
investigated the effect of the practice, with four reporting
significant results in building positive attitudes and
values in those students receiving bibliotherapy.

None of

the studies measured the lasting effects of bibliotherapy by
conducting

long~term

posttest measures.

Writers have quite universally agreed on the
positive relationship between interest and attitude on
reading comprehension.

However, only one-half of the

studies which vrere cited reported significant results when
youngsters read high-interest materials and were then tested
for reading comprehension.
A review of opinion relating to guidelines for
practicing group counseling in the elementary school was
followed by a presentation of:

(1) studies using psycho-

therapy and clinical psychology in the treatment of reading
disability between ·1935 and 1955 and ( 2) more recent group

,-,---=----

counseling studies and their effect on underachieving
readers.

Although forms of therapy vrere often reported to

bave been successful in helping these readers, the studies
of tw·enty years ago tended to lack sufficient numbers and

1

!_

i

I
I

f----

i.

controlgroups.

Two recent elementary school group coun-

sel.ing studies. having the specific goal of assisting

undera~·

chiev:Lng readers reported positive significant change both

in participants' reading achievement as well as in their
self ..·concqJts.

f
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The investigator concluded from his review of the
related literature and research that an experimental study

-

;:::,;;:

using award-winning childrents trade books within a group

-----"~---

;:_-:o:

counseling situation, bibliocounseling, would make a useful
contribution toward showing the effects of such procedures
on elementary school
reading by:

stu~ents

who were underachieving in

('I) improving their attitude toward reading,

(2) raising their reading self-concepts, and (3) improving
·their reading comprehension and vocabulary scores.
The research design and the procedure used in the
present study will be presented in Chapter 3.

~--
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Chapter 3
TIIE DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

The design and procedure of the study, briefly
outlined in Chapter 1, will be presented below in a detailed
format under sections dealing with the follm·ling:

( 1) the

setting of the study, (2) identification of the population,
(3) research design and testing instruments, (4) bibliocoun==----===

seling procedure, (5) hypotheses, '(6) statistical procedure,

c_:

and (7) summary.
SETTING- OF TR'JE STUDY

The setting of the study was in the Stockton Unified
I

;-

School Distrtct, Stockton, California..
center of a metropolitan area
lation and is located near

\'ii th

thE~

The city is the

more than 150 t 000 popu=

geogra:phical center of the

i

::

I

c::_·::_ ____-:__:__:=-.:

~~

state, eighty miles east of San Francisco.

-

-

Stockton is the

seat of government for San Joaquin County, a rich agricui-·
tural region.
The investigator initially presented his study
proposal to Hr. James L . . Sha...11.non, Director of Research,
Stockton Unified School District.

After securing ·verbal
b-- --==;--

permission for the study from Hr .. Jeff West, District Super··
intendent of Elementary Education, flir .. Sha.:nno:n contacted a
sample of three elem·entary principals to obtain their
60

--
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reactions to the study proposal.

The three principals gave

their approval for the study and each offered to permit his
school to participate, should it be selected.
To determine the elementary schools

\"li thin

the

district whose students would be included in the study, the
investigator considered those which had:

(1) contiguous

attendance boundaries, (2) similar racial composition, and
(3) similar median income of residen·ts in the schools 1

respective attendance areas.

Any E.S.E.A. Title I schools

were omitted from the study because their enriched programs
might have had a confounding effect on the experimental
group bibliocounseling treatment.

·The seven elementary schools with

contiguo~:ts

attenw•

dance areas selected for the study were located in the
northern suburban araa of the district.

0

They had a combined

enrollment from kindergarten through sixth grad.e of 4,807,

;--i

I

E --

compared 'VJ"ith a total district elementary school population
of 18, 4Cr1 students attending thirty-three schools. 1
Racial Comnosition

_ _ ___._)Oill;\(')_,...~JtQil~~

Students attending the seven elementary scl:wols '''ere
!-----

from 79.1 to

86~8

percent Caucasian.

Those . ,.lith
.
Spanish

::ru:rnar.aes comprised betw·een 6. 0 a:nd 12.0 percent of thestudent populations; Negroes, between 0 .. 5 and '3. 7 pereent;;
111Racial and Ethnic Report 9 u (Stockton, Ca.:

Stockton Unified School District, October 21, 1970), p. 1.
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and Orientals, between 1.8 and 5.3 percent.

These percen-

tages could be. compared with an overall district elemen·tary
school racial and ethnic distribution that was 55.58 percent
Caucasian, 23.34 percent Spanish surnamed, 14.22 percen·t;
Negro, and 2.96 percent Oriental. 2

.

Median Income
'M!:".
~---'I'

Other demographic data concerning the seven schools
included that of median income of residents living 11li thin the
schools' attendance areas.

Median incomes ranged from

$7,455. i;o $7,969. per year. 3
IDENTIFICATION OF THE POPULATION
]'rom the student populations of the seven elementary
schooJ.s, the investigator delimited a more specific group
·which vms to participate in the study o
included:
and

Delimi tationH
,.:·

(1) schools, (2) grade level~ (3) sex and race,

(4) underachievers in reading.

r;;.:_:· __

Selection of Schools

-~-~~~~~

By the use of a ·table of random numbers, two schools

we·re chosen from the original seven for the study"
\"las

large t 1vi th an enrollment of 1, 049 students.

School A
School B
,--o----

had 606 students.

--

2 Ibid.

3"19GO Census Data,n (Stockton, Ca.: Stockton
Unified School Distriet, n.d.), n.p.

·;
.

__ j
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Selection of Grade Level
The investigator chose fourth grade as the level of
students who were to participate in the study.

He made this

selec-cion because extensive work in reading programs in many
California schools had already been conducted in grades one,
two, and three as a part of the Miller-Unruh Reading Act of

1965.
The fourth-grade level was also selected because few
studies in group counseling had been made in the lower
intermediate elementary school. 4
according to

Piaget~

Students at this age,

_have lost much of their thought

ego-centrism, and their habits of social thought should be
in the process of formation~5

As a result, fourth graders

should be able to share their .feelings within a group
setting ..
Selection of Sex and Race

---lfl::r-.Jor----~~---

Subjects in the study were delimited to male
Caucasian students.

Males were chosen because investi-

gations conducted by Stanchfield as vlell as by Silberberg
and Feldt have shown that at least seventy-five percent of
elementary school students experiencing reacling difficulties
4George E .. Hill and Eleanore :Braun Luckey~ Guidance
~Qill-.14E.Ei~l-~_t~.r_ Sch2.2.1§. (New York~ Apple~con--.....
Century-Crofts, 1969), p. 2'5b.

,-

J,Jean Piaget, The Lan ua ~e and Thop.1Q!l of the ·

Chi1ci~

"f955.L

tJ.~<Uls" IVIarj orieGabain

pp. i 40-4'1

~

cieve"IanJi f~MerToTailBooks,
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are boys. 6
Only Caucasian students participated in order to
minimumize the possibility of adding uncontrolled variables
to the research design.
Selection of Underachievers
l!LReadin~

Third--grade students at the two schools had taken
the .&9.r.ge-Thorndike

Intell~~nce Tes~,

Form ]2, Level 2,

during the mid-point of the 1969-1970 school

year~

As man-

..

dated by the ....
State Education. -Code, these students also had
-~-

been administered the Word Meaning and Paragraph Meaning
subtests of the

S..i§.~ford~.§.::b

Form ;K, in May, 1970.7

Primary II,

Subtest resu.l ts of the latter ·t;est

had been merged into a composite reading grade equivalency
score.
The researcher selected the students ¥rho 1t1ere
unde:rachieving in reading by determining those whose reading
grade equivalency scores on the

§~_Ach~~y~~~

:fell two or more stanines below their

~_2rg_,e;:~l!.2~J1:.2.

6 Jo M. Stanchfield "Differences in Learning
9
Patterns of Boys and Girls, 11 .9J~E..~::!Q.£!!.:t..!~g....Q.onferenc£_:,
,!h:i.!~!.~~:..S!~!.ti~21-:eoo~, ed; IVIalcolm P s DougJ.ass
Ca.! Claremont University Center, 1968), P~ 218; Norman
Silberberg and Leonard s. Feldt, "Intellectual a.nd Perceptual Correlates of Reading Disabilities, 11 Jour:nal of School
1?.§X.£h2~' YI (Summe~, 1968), 238-39~
~~~~-~~,.,-=----,~-~

rcraremont,

?Research Office, Stockton Unified School District,
"Report on the State-Testing Results for the 1969-70 School
Year," (Stoclcton 1 Ca.: Stockton Unified School District,
Nov-ember, 24, 1970) 1 pp. 1··8.
.
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The l.is t of' fourth-grade Caucasian boys designated
as underachieving in reading was presented to the principals
of Schools

!i

and

~

for the purpose of determining how many

of the students were presently attending the schools and
were not involved in special programs such as classes for
the Educationally Handicapped.

Twenty-four boys from each

school met the above delimitations of the study.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND TESTING INSTRUMENTS
~~£!!

Forty-eight male Caucasian fourth-grade students who
were underachieving in reading were randomly assigned to a
Four~· Group

Solomon
research

de~'3ign

Design*

According to its author, the

v1as especially recommended for experiments

on induced attitudes and. the effects of controlled experience on responses, sk.ills, and performances already
existing in the subjects 1 behavior repertoire. 8

Campbell

deseribed the design as being the "new ideal 11 for social
scientists, enabling them to control and mE?asure both ·t;he
main and interaction effects of a composite of·maturation
and history. 9

The Solomon ]'our-Group Design consists of four

q

-'Donald T e C8.mpbell, "l!'actors Relevant to the
Validity of ExJ?eriments in Social Settings t_u E§..Y£.h£10f£!..£§;..1.;
Bulletin 9 LIV (.J"uly, ·1957), 303-04.

'ft"'~Ob--~Ud
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groups to which members are randomly assigned.

An experi-

mental group receives pretesting, the experimental
treatment, and posttesting.

One control group receives both

pretesting and posttesting, but no experimental treatment.
A second control group receives both the experimental
treatment and posttesting, but no pretesting.

A third

control group receives neither pretesting nor the experimental treatment; however, it does receive posttesting.
The design is diagrammed below:
X

R
R

X

R
R

02

Experimental Group

04

Control Group 1

05

Control Group 2

06

Control Group 3

Figure 1
Solomon Four-Group Design. R = Random Assignment of
Intact Groups to Treatments; 01 and 03 = Pretes·t
Scores; X = Experimental Variables; 02, 04,
05, and 06 = Posttest Scores.

~---

!

~

Regarding the Solomon Four-Group Design, Campbell
and Stanley stated that by paralleling the experimental and
control groups receiving pretesting with ex1)erimenta.l and
control groups not

recei~iri~

~

pretesting, both the main

e:ffects of testing and of the treatment are dei;erminable~ 10
--~

Experi-

-----
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Extension of the Research

---·ne-s}~-----------------------

--

The investigator chose to augment the Solomon

Four-Group Design by following the posttesting of all four
groups with long-term posttesting of the groups six months
after the experimental treatment, a procedure recommended by
Cohn.

According to him, the purpose of the long-term

posttesting was to determine whether or no"t gains made
'through the experimental treatment maintained themselves
over a period of time, or even appeared for the first time,
considerably after the end of the treatment. 11

Twenty-four boys at

~::ach

of the two schools ~. .rere
:_

randomly assigned to two groups of twelve by means of a
'i.;abJ.e of random numbers.

-

Three analyses of variance were

then conducted, rev-ealing that the four groups of twelve
F--=-=---=-=---:::::::---..::=:__

students did not differ significantly in IQ, third-grade
reading score grade equivalency, or stanine spread bet,<Teen
IQ and third-grade reading score grade equivalency~ 12

Each of the four groups of twelve students was then
assigned to one of four positions in the Solomon Four-Group
Design by means of a table of random numbers.

.A:t

School

f!,

i1 Be:a.j am.in Cohn ( ed.), Guidelines for J!'uture
1\§~~~!:9]1 op. G£.2.l1JLQ.<?.];P.-~~JJ~:J.~~§:8Cii?E:[etti_!y~

1Bed:ford:Hm.s N.Y •. : Board of CooperatJ.Ye Edi::.cat:~.or~
Services, 1964~, p. 39.
12 cf. infra, Appendix A, PP~ 127-28 •

....
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one group was assigned to the Experimental Group; the second
group VIas assigned to Control Group One.

At School

~'

the

two groups of twelve students were assigned to Control
Groups Two and Three.
,Test~ug_Instruments

The testing instruments used in the study to measure
subjects' reading comprehension and vocabulary included
those respective subtests from the
lli~t§.,

~~:li~£.Qini tie

Readillii

Survey ]2, Forms 1, 2, and 3, for grades four through

six. 13
According to the
Ji§;£GJJJ1~~te_~slJ.:E.lS

1echni~~~ual

Test.§., Survey

J2

for the

~~

for grade four had an

alternate form reliability of .85 and a split-half reliability of ,88 in the Vocabulary subtest.

In Comprehension,

the test had an alternate form reliability of .83 ·and a
split-half reliability of .94. 14
f-lo mention of validity was made in the
M,~J,;,,

~.9]11}i.~

and apparently no attempt was made to organize data

for specific use as validity.

Howeverp according to Powell,

i·

construct validity was suggested through the test's correlation betv1een scores of pupils in grades four and above
1 3Arthur I. Gates and vial ter H.. MacGini tie,

Gates-MacGinitie Readin&J; Tests 9 Survey D, Forms 1, 2, and 3
l7''1!8\i'YO:rit:~'!eacii.7.~s-T5"oTI~'eie-Pi:e s s t Teachers .co 11 ege 9
Columbia University, 1964).
1 4Arthu-r.• Io Gates and Walter H. l~1acGinitie, ·Tech-

!1"~;.£!~~L.!fa~rt..:.~'l..~ :for the G'2-~§::!i~~.ili2-~B.~d~!!fLT._e,.§~, Survey
D, :l!'o:rms ·1, 2, and 3 '"[New York: Teachers CoTlege Press,
ijYeachers College, Columbia University, 1965), pp. 3, 8.,

L

L===
.--::---
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with scores on the Lo:rzg<:-Thorndik~ Intell?:.g_enc.e Test~. 1 5

-

Such a correlation was listed in the Technical Manual
as
...
being e60 for both the Vocabulary and the Comprehension
subtests. 16
The San

]J~go

Coup.ty

I~E!Q.r:L..2J_B~~ing Aliitud~

was selected by the investigator to measure participants'
attitude toward reading. 17 The inventory, standardized on
381 students in grades one to three and 376 students in

grades four to six, was reported to have a reliability of
~89.

To establish a validity indicator for the inventory,

its authors had twenty-four teachers ·select their three
students with the best attitude toward reading and their
three students vT.i th the poorest attit1..1de toward reading.

A

difference beyond the .. 01 level of significance was found
.
+.Jory ~ 18
betvJeen these two groups ' scores on t•ne ~nven

The investigator's "Reading Self-Concept Inventory"
adaptation of the
(§~..lU)

_§~e~f:.9.smce.E,t,

apd Motivation Inv-entor.z

consisted of eleven of the original forty-eight

(i_.__ -cc_c__=---=
>--

Tests~"

1969),

1 5Vlil1iam R. Powell,

Gates-MacGini tie Reading
Journal of EducatJonal !11easurement, VI (Summer,
11

1·r;-;------·o~----

16Gates and MacGinitie, Technical Manual, p. 8,
..._,.,...nr.a>.'--~;a~~-

17 San Dj.ego County Department of Educati.on,
§E.LP1.;$2-.£9.l!E:.tLlll.~i2J:..Y.......2£.1l~c:i~J_~~, in An:.._l12:Y£n.:.
torv or. Headi1F' Att.l tua:e-:--Monog·raph 4 of Imorovillf{ Read.iE.£;,
Insti:ti"'c''.Ff'O)i"Ts~i j}fegoc~unty Department ofEctuc"atioi1;T961J7"'PP.-·15:--16~
Cf. infra, Appendix Q, pp. '162-63.

~~---

s

18 sa11 Diego C~unty Department of Educatton, An
IrrY..~.D;~2£..Y.....2.LJ3-2..§§-J;.~J!:i tud~, PP • 8~·9.

----~j
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test items v1hieh dealt specifically vlith reading. 19
Students were adminis-tered the entire .§.CAM.ll!•

Test i terns 1,

3, 13, 15, 16, 17, 27, 29, 34, 38, and 47 were then scored,
to measure participants' reading self-concept.

The authors

of the SCAMIN reported a reliability coefficient of .83 for
its Later Elementary Form for grades three through six.

No

information was provided regarding the inventory's validity.20

A reliability coefficient of .79 was found to exist

·when -the investigator's adaptation of the

.§.2.~!

\'las admin-

istered twice within one week to seventy-five third, fourth,
and fifth grade students in the Old Adobe Union School
District, Petaluma, California.
BIBLIOCOUNSELING PROCEDUllli
The bibl:Locounseling procedure used in the study is
discussed below under the following headings:

(1) pretesting

procedures, (2) selection of reading materials, (3)

cow~

selor a.nd school facilities, ( 4) the bi bliocounseling
process, (5) nontreatment groups, and (6) posttesting propedures.
1

9George A. Farrah, Norman J4 TJiilchus, and \'l.illiam

Re it~, !£s:.,_§~.lt:2..9.P~£t.§n!}_,~~:.Q.l]._,l~~ve12~ Ol-:1Hl;.§:.U..§J:..<'&
\'loula You 'vi ear? 1 JJater Blementar·y .Porm, l\iianuaT o.L DlrectJ.o:ns

\:beai.:"G"''r"'n:ITeTgli:ts, l\1ieh. ~ George· A. Farrah 1 Norman j".
Milclms, and William Reitz, 1968), pp. 3-43 Of. infra,
Appendix Q, pp. 164-72.
20 G£-3orge A. Fai~rah, Norman J. J11ilchus, and William
Rc1i tz t 11 Current Pr.iee List for the Sel.f-Coneept and Moti!.?:~-i~CllLl!~Y2!~'2LY-.lS9.~~B11 II (Dear b or"il'H0Tghts;--:MIC'll:T
Perrwn-0-JVletrics, f9o9 J, n. p.

.

·

·.

'
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Pretesting Procedures
During·the week of March 1, 1971, the investigator
administered the pretesting instruments to the twenty-four
students at School

!•

all of whom were in either the Exper-

imental Group or Control Group One.

The school's principal

arranged with six fourth-grade teachers to have the partieipating students dismissed from their respective classrooms
for the pretest administration.

For the teachers 1 conven-

ience, both Experimental Group and Control Group One boys
who happened to be in the same classrooms were tested within
the same group.
The students received their pretesting in groups no
larger than nine at one time, beginning at 11:00 a.m. and
at
the

1~30 p.m~

The Vocabulary and Comprehens:i.on subtests of

~~~cGini~-~~~~j~~!~

were administered during

the first tvro school days of the week.
days, both the §.an _:Ql_~g_o. Coug:tY:

On the second h-'lo

,I!!!.~,E.I._o:t: &-&.!in~lli;:
i---··

illi.

~

..

-- -

-=~---~-------

ancl the complete Later Elementary Form of the .§.QAMlli

wer0 administered, again in groups no larger than nine.
Students who had been absent were tested on the fifth day.

Heading materials for the bibliocounseling sessions
were selected from children's trade books ·which had received
or recognition for their excellence and had been

a'lfra:rds

m~~ntioned

in at least one of the following:

Bookr:::: A1va.rds

&

.f.hll..t.i!'en~

Prizes and/or (2) fJt-t.»_.._._......,.._.-...
Notable Children's Books

..J1!l"".nlp-_-_..._ _ _ _ _.,._

--·N~11F><l.l<lli>I

( 1)

_"##

LI'>¥lf~__,_,._~

)_
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1~.12::~·

Tvro reading specialists from the Stockton

Unified School District and three librarians assisted the
investigator in selecting book titles for group bibliocounseling from the above lists.

The city's major daily news-

paper was also included in the reading list because students
have been found to spend more time with it than in the
voluntary reading of books and m~gazines. 22
Frank has noted that frequently award-vlinning trade
books for children are not popular with young readers. 2 3
However, Huck and Kuhn have responded to such a criticism
by pointing out that most awards are not intended simply to
meet ht;tt to raise the literary tastes of children. 24
Considering the suggestions given by Howos and
Austin :for choosing books to interest boys, the investigator
limited his selections to sto:r5.es feHturing the follovving:
(1) a young male protagonist and/or (2) a theme of adven21 Children 1 s Book Council, Children's Books: A\vards
& Prizes (New York: Children's Book~councTI~);Book-·
EvaTiJ~atTon Committee~ Nota.ble Children's Books 1940~·1959
(Chicago: American L.ibracyAsr:30Ciat£oii~-19b'6):"<If . 'T.il'fra:
Appendix~, pp. 130-31 for a list of the children's trade
·books u.sed and the awards or recognition ·which they have
received.
22 George We Norvell, "The Challenge o:f Periodicals
in Education, 11 ]il~~l-~, XLIII (April~ 1966), 406.

,iL__;_ _ __

·

2'-'-

J,Josette Frank, ~.h.il..si.~R~ad_i!~ei..a'.£.0~ ·
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1 f969),
pp. 32-33.
.
24 charlotte S ~ lil;_ck and Doris Young Kuhn, Chj_ldren' s

.hl.i~!~l££.. iE..J:.h~~~.r!!.~;:t~.§~chos:l (2d ed$; New Yoi;k~

Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 19b8), p. 21.

. i
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ture, humor, or sports. 25

In addition, short books were

chosen for the group bibliocounseling sessions because of
Bliesmer's observation that students feel a satisfaction in
being able to complete the reading of an entire book. 26

-The}!,acCounselor
rn t i'e"s

-

and School

The counselor.,

The investigator conducted the group

bibliocounseling sessions.

He holds a Standard Designated

Services Credential with a specialization in counseling.

He

had previous experience in counseling groups of elementary
school youngsters as well as in tutoring reading.

For eight

years, he taught English to students in grades eight through
eleven in the public schools.
J.h~-~choo]:,_i~kLJ.:.!i?..§.•

At School !_, a room \'Thich

had been designed and constructed for the purposes of group

·----

counseling was used for the group bibliocounseling sessions.
At School

~'

sessions~

was loca·t;ed near the rear of the school cafeteria ..

~=------=--_;::=--____:;_=

two rooms were used; one, occupied in morning

It was ten feet square.

'-'

The second. room, used during after-·

2 5virgil r.'I~ Hoi'tes, n Children's Interests--A Ke:ynote
for Teaching Reading, 11 :B~ducation, LXXXIII (April, 1963) 492;
David. Eo Austin, Velma BeCla'I~ and Gladys Vl. Fi tc1H3tt,
R.~.<~&i!.lfL.Jli£.11-!!1., :f ~U.QI§. L~~.Jl£.~e .1£. :~rlt~~r~enc e
l:Nf.H'l York: App!eton-Oentury-Crof.9;s, 19'71 J;-t)P~- 5'7-~
26Emery P .. Bliesme:r· "Classroom Methods for Devel9
oping Interests: In Grades l!,our Through Six, 11 :D~vel.£12.tll.€l
~.l~ll~~.~-·e~.:LJ.2Lll~~, ed. Helen r'I. Ro'Di~1son, ,
Supplementary li~ducational I'~Ionographs, No. 84- ( Oh1cago:
The University of Chicago :l?ress, 1956), pp.· 124~·25.

I
\..=._

8
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noon sessions, was the same size and was occupied in the
mornings by classes for the Educationally Handicapped.
The Grgup Biblioc2..w-seling

_....._

----prQC e s s

~-

·

!_s.signment

o.f~roups.

By the use of a table of

random numbers, the investigator randomly assigned the
twelve students in the Experimental Group at School A to two
subgroups of six.

This was done to increase the interaction

among boys in the bi bliocounseling groups.

vii th the toss of

E______
- - -

a coin, one of the subgroups vias randomly assigned to
morning sessions beginning at 11:00 a.m.; the other, to
afternoon sessions beginning at 1:30 p.mo

At School_!!, the

investiga·lior similarly divided the twelve members of Control
Group Two into two :::n::.bgroups and assignetl them to either

11 :00 a"m. or 1 :00 p .. m. sessions.

r1eetings occurred ai; the

above times so that the students would not miss their
reg·ctlar language arts and mathematics classes.
School

!

Subgroups at

met twice weekly on Mondays and Wednesdays; at

School ]., meetings took place on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Each subgroup attended a total of twenty group bibllocounseling sessions between Narch 8 and May 20,

1971~

[ _ _ __
!.~.1~!!.~.£.~~~~~..

The principal of each

school arranged with the participating students' teachers to

---

8-

---

--------

-~

---

=-----·

excuse the boys from

cla~s

"so that they could receive coun-

seling and help in readJ.ng. 11

"

No teacher was alerted to the

fact" that her students were participating-in a study.

At

1-
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regularly scheduled parent conferences, teachers informed
parents that their sons were attending special reading and
co1mseling groups.

The counselor did not meet with any of

the youngsters' parents.

However, when t;he opportunity

arose 11 he discussed the progress of some of the students with
their teachers.

!£!2.

firs.:t._sessi£!l.

At the first group bibliocoun-

seling session for each of the four subgroups, the counselor
introduced himself to the. students and informed them that
they had been chosen from their peers to attend meetings
twice a \'leek for the purposes of:

( 1) becoming. acquainted

with award-winning children's books and (2) improving their
readingQ

They vrere :not informed, hmlfever, that they had

been identified as underachieving i.n reading o

The boys v1ere

asked whether or not they vmuld like to participate.

Each

indicated his willingness to attend reg'J.larly.
§~t!ll~-~~~~~.!!1·

vdth the counselor.

~~-~---

~~--~-

Students sat in a elose circle

In each o:f the groups at least one

membe:r.· gave evidence of hyperactivity.

The counselor asked

these students to sit next to him and read from the same
book~

T11fO

students, on'$·· fi•·om ·each of the tv.ro schools,

occas:lonally disrupted the group activities.

'.'rhey were

given a choice of either leaving the group or cooperating.

,---.--------------

In each ins·tance, the students chose to remain in the group.
Book Drocurement.

-·'"-~_..,___-~

For each group bibliocounseling

meeting, the counselor brought at least six copies of the
/
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trade book which was to be read so that each boy would have
his o-wn book.

Frequently, the members of the groups became

so interested in the books that they begged to take them
home with them or to show their teachers.

For

thi~

reason,

books were purposely borrowed from school and city libraries
so that the students could become aware that interesting
books were easily accessible and available for them to read.
]le~dJng ~c1t~i.~~~§.·

Group bibliocou.nseling sessions

opened with the counselor's introducing the book to be read
and the awards which it had received.

After the introduc-

tion, the students always appeared eager to begin reading.
For approximately twenty minutes, or nearly

one~half

of each

session, the members took turus reading orally from the
books.

Better readers usually volunteered to help slower

readers with new or difficult words introduced in the
stories.

As all of the selected books had illustrations,

the counselor often referred to them as a means of keeping
the boys' attention on the action and on the feelings of the
story characters.,

Occasionally, v-11hen asked, the counselo"r

read aloud t;o help speed the reading tempo ..
The bib1iocounseling
technique was primarily an adapted form of a method recommended by Crosby. 2 7

During and follmvi.ng the :t•eading of '

27 Muriel Crosby (ed.), ll§,ad,.:!.n~t's"'J:9.:l" HumD,J,!
9
Rf;lations (4-th ed.,; Washington~ D~ C.: American UouiiCTIOn
TI'd~ucarron, ·1963), pp .. 18-·19 ..
c:r. infra~ Appendix: ]1,

pp .. 132-60, for outlines of each of the twenty sessions.

~----
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storles, students centered their efforts on:

(1) retelling

\vhat had occurred, (2) probing into a specific character's
feelings, (3) identifying similar incidents from their own
lives or from other stories, (4) exploring the consequences
of certain behaYiors or feelings, and (5) coming to personal
conclusions about the consequences of certain behaviors or
feelings.
!g,ntr.5:._~rqent Gro~

The forty-eight students participating in the study
came from ten different fourth-grade classrooms at Schools

! and

~·

Boys in Control Groups One and Three did not

attend any of the bibliocounseling sessions.

However, they

regularly received the reading instruction gi.ven them in
their language arts class eo along vii th the Experimental
Group and Control Group Two members.

Control Group One

received the "treatment" of pretesting; Control Group Three
participants were not involved until the immediate posttesi:;ing phase of the study.

ImmecUate posttestin(Z'.
__ ~.~,.:~;le

·~----~-~.nttl'lltJ-)\W

'-'Il••

During the

t".<To

weeks imme-

dia:tely following the conclusion of the group bibliocounseling trea:tment, the inves·tigator administered the three
testing instruments to all forty-eight students assigned to
the Solomon Four-Group Design.

However, Form 2 of the

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Survey ,;Q, was substituted
for Form ·J.

Posttesting procedures \;rere otherwise simllar

78
to those taken in pretesting.

The investigator followed the

schedule used during the treatment phase of the study by

! on Mondays and Wednesdays and at

testi.ng at School

School _li on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Long-term posttesting.

Long-term posttesting was

administered by the investigator six months following the
conclusion of the group bibliocounseling treatment.

During

the week of November 15, 1971, the three testing instruments
were again used except that Form 3 of the
~_c:i_~_':gests,

Survey .Q,

'\'JaS

~~itie

subs·tii·tuted for Forms 1 and 2.

Testing procedures were similar to ·those used during the
pre- and immediate posttesting administrations.

In the

six-month interval betv1een posttestings? the Experimental
Group lost; four members,

Ccm:~rol

Groups

0210

ar:c1 Thr0e each

lost two members, and Control Group Two lost three members.
Qp~~ure~.

Although the original plan

for the study did not provide for unobtrusive

measures~

the

investigator observed positive factors to be operating
outside the group bi.bliocouxweling sessions.
incJ.uded the following:

These

(1) at eight of the sessions,

stua.ents b:rought along books which they had either pu:t>chased
or had borrowed f:rom the city library, (2) on three
occasions while visiting the city library, he sa.w students
selecting books t
counseling

(

3) as students w·ere leaving six bi blio-

sessions~

::;: ___ _

ii_

he overheard them discus.s.:i.ng means of

t:r;3-nsportation which they might take to the ci-'cy library,

~

_-
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(4) <luring an immediate posttesting administration, one of

the most hyperactive and slowest readers ran to him to tell
about how much he had enjoyed a story which the group had
read :nine \veeks earlier, The Matchlock Gun, (5) at the
long-term posttesting, ten of the subjects asked him to come
back to their school "so that we can meet and talk again."
HYPOTHESES
The hypotheses, stated in null form, which the study
determined either to accept or to reject included:
~e~_j..

Fourth-grade Caucasian b~ys underain reading who receive twenty sessions of group
bi b1iocounseling in addition -~o their regular language
arts classes will not· shovr significantly greater gains
in immediate posttesting on the Comprehension subtest of
the Q.~t~~?£..Q-~l~ .Jle.~~1iB.B-~~~s~~' Survey ]2, than
similar boys who only attend language arts classeso .
chie-v~ng

B.YPothes:is 2.

Fo·nrth-grade Cau.casi<:~n boys 1.mciera~
vrho receive twenty sessions of group
bibliocounseling· in addition to their regular language
arts classes will not show significantly greater gains
in six-month long-term posttesting on the Comprehension
subtest of the g~~~_cGini tie~ R~Cl;d,intL~.§,Fj;~, Survey Jl,
than similar boys who on!y a trenT language arts classes.
chievfn~ing

~y~~~--2·
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys un~era
chteving in reading ~l'!ho receive tv,renty sessions o:t: group
bibliocounseling in addition to their regular language
arts classes will not show significantly greater gains
in immediate posttesting on the Vocabulary subtest of
the G~t£P.~:}~'L8£Q-ir:J.Jie~~eadl.llg_Te_~, Survey _:Q, than
simiTar ooys who OiU.y attend Th:nguage arts classes.

£LpJ..Q1h~.

:Pou.rth-gr~de Caucasian b~ys underain reading who receJ.ve twenty sessJ.ons of group
bibliocounseling in addition to their regular language
rl:cts classes will not show significantly greater gains
in six--month long-term posttesting on the Vocabulary
chiev~ng

,..--

--~

--------

•,,

!.

~------

f.
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subtest of the Gates·-MacGini tie Reading Tests, Survey D,
than similar boyswho O.niy attend'T.ang·u:agearts classes.
H;~;pothesJ:s 5.
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys undera...
chievJ_ng in reading who receive t·w·enty sessions of group
bibliocounseling in addition to their regular language
arts classes will not show significantly greater gains
in immediate posttesting on the San Die£.2_Coun1Y.: Inveni9l:Y....2.f__Eeading M.ti tu.dc:_ than simiiar-ooys "W1ii only-atteno.-ranguage arts cTasses.

&E2.!:.h..~U·
Fourth-grad.e Caucasian boys underachieving in reading who receive twenty sessions of group
bibliocounseling in addition to the.ir regular language
arts classes will not show significantly greater gains
in six-month long·-term posttesting on the San Di:..~~ ·
Qounll. Inv~~m owf ~Ei,adi:£r...l:.t:~i_!;ude. than STmTiar oys
Vvho only attend I'"'anguage· arts. ciasses •

JJXE2wt~is 1~
Fourth-gr~de Caucasian b~ys un~era·
chieving 1n readlng who rece1ve twenty sess1ons OI group
bibliocounseling in addition to their regular language
arts classes will not show significantly greater gains
in :immediate posttesting on the 11 Reacl.ing SelfrAConcept
Inve:ntory 11 adaptation of the SCAHIN than similar 1Joys
who only attend language arts -classes.
I!~l:-~?2·

Fourth·-grade Caucasian boys underachieving in reading who receive twenty sessions of group
bib1iocounsel.ing· in addition to their regular language
arts classes will not show significantly greater gains
in six-month long-term posttesting on the "Reading
·Self·-Concept Inventorya adaptation o.f the SCAlflll than
similar boys who only attend language arts""Crasses.

;

I

•' _ __

I

L

!~ ..

r--=---

STATISTICAIJ PROCEDURES
After all of the subjects had been random1y assigned
to the Solomon ]'o'..l.r·-Group Detdgn, three

one·~way

analyses of

-variance were computed to determine whether any significant
differences 3Xisted among the groups regarding IQ, reading
g:rade equivalency sc.ores, or stanine spread between IQ and
reading grade equivalency scores..

Although no significan·t

!

l_
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differences were found among the groups, variations nevertheless \'/ere present. 28

These could have influenced ·the

subjects' rate of measured gain in the immediate and longterm posttesting periods.
With the above consideration, the investigator chose
to apply multiple two-way analyses of covariance in
comparing subjects who had received pretesting with those
who had not been pretested and subjects who had received the
group bibliocounseling treatment with those who had not
received the treatment variable.

Subjects' immediate and

long-term posttest scores on the three testing instruments
were the dependent variables, with the covariates being
thlrd-grade

l;£_~.:,Th.2£_!!d.;i]ce

T.ltl!;..llJFgen2e. Te,.§.!, scores and

composite gradG equivalency scores, also received duri:n.g the
thirct grade, on the \'lord JYleaning and. Paragraph Neaning
subtests of the Stanford. Achievement Test.
~~- .. n.--~

All of the above test scores were typed into the
terminal at the Universlty of the Pacific to an IBM 360
Model 67 computer located at Stanford University for the
. ._. 1 ana_1 yses.
. 2 q·· The computer analyzed the data for ·
s t a t lS\,lca
eight dependent variables obtained in both immediate and in
long-~term

posttesting.

Data vrere reported from the computer

analyses in the following manner:

(1) means and standard

devlations and (2) eight separate analyses of covariance.

,.===
- - ~-

28,.,:r
..
v

~

infras pp. 127-28.

29c:e.. infra, pp. 123·~26 for subjects 1 raw scores.
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Data components for the analyses of' covariance
included:

(1) the within cells sum of squares and mean

squares, (2) the regression effect, (3) the treatment variability, (4) the pretest variability, and (5) the interaction effect.

The E values and the probability of the

regression effect, the treatment variability, the pretest
variability, and the interaction effect were also reported.
The .05 level of statistical significance was
.required for the rejection of the null hypotheses.

Although

the direction of the difference was expected to favor groups
exposed to the group bibliocounseling treatment, the
two-tail test was used.
SUMI~1ARY

The third chapter 6f this report reviewed:

(1) the

setting of the study, (2) identification of the population,
(3) research design and testing instrrunents, (4) bibliocoun-

seling procedure, (5) hypotheses~ and (6) statistical procedure.

The setting of the study \vas in the northern subur·ban section of the Stockton Unified School District,
Stockton, California.
seb.ools vH3re ehose11
the study.
in medtan

13y random sampling, two elementary

f~com

Schools were
iu~ome

a total of se-ven in the area for
~:dmilar

in racial composition and

of residents Jiving in each school's

att~n-

Through further delimitation of' the population,·
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forty-eight Caucasian fourth-grade boys '"ere selected who
were underachieving in reading.

These subjet."lts were

randomly assigned to a Solomon Four-Group Design.

The

design was extended to include lbng-term posttesting six
months following the experimental treatment.
instruments used in the study included:
~QlP.itie .~~ading_Xests,,

,-

Testing

----------

(1) the Gates-

--.,~

Survey ], Forms 1, 2, and 3,

( 2) the ~n Die~~t.~~,j.9.J'..L..2.L~~n.g_J:1!}_!E§..~~ and

·(3) the "Reading Self-Concept Inventory" adaptation of the
SCAI'JIIN. ·

--~

The group bibliocounseling procedure \vas describecl
in detail, including:

(1) pretesting procedure, (2) selec-

tion of reading materials, (3) counselor and school facilitj.es, ( 4) group biblioc01.mseling procsss ~ ( 5) nontreatment
groups, and ( 6) posttes·l.;i.ug proced.m•e.
Eight hypotheses, stated in null form, \"i'ere presented
for acceptance or rejection at the .05 level of significance.
Stai;istical procedures to test the null hypotheses includ.ed
two·uway analyses of covariance.

Subjects 1 immediate and

long-term posttest scores on the three testing instruments
'\tere used. as dependent variables 9 with their th:Lrd··grade IQ

and e:omposi.te reading test grade equ.i v-alency scores being

the covariates.
Chapter 4 of thj.s report v-1ill present an analysis of
the statistical data drawn .from the ex.peri.mt'3ntal ·study.

~

F:-- ~

--

-

Chapter

4

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

-----

INTRODUCTION
This experimental study incorporated. the use of recognized and award-winning children's trade 1)ooks within a
group C01Lnseling situation, bibliodounseling, in an effort
to assist male Caucasian fourth-grade students v1ho \•rere
tmde:rach.ieving in reading.
Forty-eight subjects were randomly selected and
assigned to a Solomon Four-GJ.?Oup Design.

The Ex.pcrimental

Group and Control Group One received pretcsti.ng; Control
Groups Tvlo and Three did not.

The Experimental Group and

Control G:roup T11/o vTere administered twice-weekly group
~--

bibliocou:nseling sessions for a period of ten weeks,..

All

four groups received both immediate posttesting and long-

.

:;;:::;::;::::;===:

e
_
=
_
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term posttesting six months :follo\ving the group bibliocounsel.ing treatmen-1;.

The number of students a..nd the

I

trr~atments

of grou.ps participating in the study are presented below in

Table 1a
Instruments used. i.n the three testing phases of the
study included:

(1) the .~.:t~~£Ql-Jli1!~Jl~~§..!§.,

Survey ] ., Forms 1 , 2 ~ and 3, ( 2) the §~!! .I~~~§.LiSLJ29.Vl?-J:Z:_.l!2Y2E:.

"
=---

~..2J.:I,._2,±"-.E,~jlj.JE..g.._!1l,:i~~' and ( 3) the· inYe$tiga·tor' s
~
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"Reading Self-Concept Inventory" adaptation of the

~!::..Q.2l}~~ventory J~9~r.ifll• 1
Table 1
Number of Students and Treatments of
Groups Participating in the Study

Treatments
Groups

:Pretest

Experimental
Variable

Posttest

:Experimental
Control 1
Control 2
Control 3

12
12

12

12
12
12
12

9
10

~)otals

24-

48

37

12

24

Long-term
Posi;test
8
10

L _ __

ANALYSES OJ? COVARIANCE
Eight separate two-way analyses of covaria,:nce were
made on an IBM 360 Model 67 computer.
used as e.

11

Pretest scores were

treatment" coordinated with the group bibliocoun-

8---=::__

H-----

1-'
1.

I

r-:;-

"

e_

--=--=----
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seling variable to test the main effect of group bibliocounseling, the main effect of pretesting, and the interaction
between the two main effects.

Subjects' immediate and
------~··----

c-:

----

---

long-term posttest scores were dependent variables, with the
~9£~rndi~_J!rt_~.lli~en~

covariates being third-grade
~

scores and composite grade equivalency scores on the

Word Meaning and Paragraph Meaning subtests of the Stanford
....
2
Achievement Test.
~ --------~

-

I

bt:oll.2a'~~~I"IN~1l~

ll.2§t..£1ll~

A highly significant regression effect and a signif··
icant group bibliocounneling treatment are indicated by data
~n

Table 2 for reading comprehension as measured in the

:immed.iate posttesting period..

Neither the pretest effect

nor the interaction of pretesting v.Tith the· bibliocoun.t::eJ.ing
i

effect reached levels of significance.

f--

The first null hypothesis was:
:H'ourth-grade Cauca..sian boys underachieving in
read5.:ng who receive twenty sessions of group bibliocounseling in addition to their regular language arts
classes will not show significantly greater gains in
immediate· posttesting on the Comp:r.·ehemdon subtest of
the ,Q;§:~.~..J:1§.eCl;i,-~Q!.ti~_Ji~C!-.i~?:£w Teq,E, Survey ;Q, than
similar boys who only attend J:.a.i1guage arts classes.
Since data in

~:eable

hypothesis can be rejected..

2 show that

1:

< .. 05 ~

rr\c

.--;--r:----

----

-

i
!

the null ·

fhe groups receiving group

1

bibliocou.nseling were significantly higher in reading

~-~-

e_·_
E

rrving Lorge and Robert J;. Thornd.ike 9 .~h!L..!-!P~..:.
!h£;1."J,ld~~J~!.~lJ.~¥~~..1~~st,£, ]'orm ~' Level 2. (New York:
1-J.IJ"I.J.ghton 1vli.i1lln Co~~ ·195~1; ~r.:cuman 1. Kelly and others,
Stan:forct Achievement Test, Primary II, Forni X (New York:
Ifai';coli'i?r;-:Brace&Vtorrcr;. .·rnc • , 19 64) •
2

r

I
I
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comprehension in the immediate posttesting period than
groups not receiving the special counseling treatment.

'---'---

=---==--:-::-::--::

Table 2
Analysis of Covariance Results £or Immediate
Posttesting in Reading Comprehension
--~--'-"~-·'1:3

Sum of
Squares

Source

DF

Mean
Squares

p

Less
Than

F

Values

--· ------

~-~...-u,-,.

Trea.tment
Pretesting
Interaction
Regression
Within Cells

234.393
79.543
11.699
3726.456
1486.962

1
1
1

2
42

234.393
79.543
'11. 699
1863.228
35.404

6.621

0.014

2~247

0.141

0.330
52.628

0.568
0.001

~

.....

~-

~~

~

---

•

~

•

l)

••

Six months later in the long-term posttesting
period~

<.:~.

highly significa.nt regression ef:fect as well as

significant group biblj.ocounseling treatment and pretesting
effects were obtained.

[--

The second null hypothesis was:
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys underachieving in
reading who receive twenty sessions of g:roup biblioco.tmseling in addition to their regular language arts
classes will not show significantly greater gains in
six-month long-term posttesting on. the Comprehension
subtes·~ ~"-! the .~~~.~2~~1 tiJ:.._RE£~-hQ£L~.' Survey :Q,
tb.an Sllllllar boys v.rho onJ.y attend" language arts classes.
Since the data in Table 3 show that
null hypothesis can be rejected.

!

<

~05,

the

The groups receiving

bibliocounseling were significantly higher in reading comprehension in the long-term posttesti.ng period. than groups
not receiving the special counseling trf;atment.
since the pretesting

eff~ct

However,

was also within the level of

§_

--~
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slgnif:Lcance, one must question whether pretesting may have
influenced the level of significance for the groups
receiving bibliocounseling.
Table 3
Analysis of Covariance Results for Long-term
Posttesting in Reading Comprehension
lOCO~-·-

Source

__,.

Sum of
Squares

. . .'1----D:B~

Mean
Squares

.q-~~--~-

Treatment
'130.277
Pretesting
119.604
Interaction
44.252
Regression
3618.245
Within Cells 773.978

.........

-~

~~-

Than

--0.029

GE<mw:a:-Waoab$LU141

1
1

130.277

1
2

44.252
1809.122
24.967

31

F

Values

~-maw....,.

p Less

119~604

5.218
4 .. '790
1.772
72.460
•

•

•

•

4' •

0.036
0.193
0.001
•

·-

0 ••••

~~~.......,..<!m;JtWI.~~--~~7~-ur~~-~~_,.......

'P.he hi.ghly significant regression effect found .in
i

both the immediate and long-term posttesting re:Lnforces the
cons·truct validity of the

1--------

Q.~~,£9-~g __ Test~

which was established by their high correlation with the

.~2£l~.2::1£l·or.E£!l~~S~t.~~ 3 The latter tests were
used as a covariant in the present study, \'lith the former
tests being a dependent variable.

Highly significant regression, treatment, and
pretest effects are indicated in the data presented in Table

4 for vocs.bulary as measured in the j_mmediate posttesting
period.

Interaction between the treatment and pretesting

R____o__-
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did not approach significance.
The third null hypothesis was:
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys underachieving in
readtng who receive twenty sessions of group bibliocounseling in addi ti.on to their regular language arts
cJ.asses w_ill not show significantly greater gains in
immediate posttesting on the Vocabulary subtest of the
Q~s-M~cGi~Ltie ~ea~Ag Te~, Survey ~' than similar
boys who only attend language arts classes.

,-:;

-----------

Since data in Table 4 shov1 that !, < • 05, the null
hypothesis can be rejected.

'.rhe groups receiving biblio-·

·counseling were significantly higher in vocabulary in the
immediate posttesting period than groups not receiving the
special counseling treatment.

However, since the pretesting

effect was also.highly significant, one must question
whether pretesting may have influenced the highly significant level of the groups receiving bibJ.iocotmseling.
Table 4
Anal;y·sis of CoYariance Results for Immediate
Posttesting in Vocabulary
----~llli.

___.., . . . ,. ._

-~~\;!lb'&.'C~~

•.-J~)NII.,_t2-MI":.~W"rll'~JA"..-:'.~·~·-

Source

1!::1~~~~ ..~

,C.,:OK"B

Sum of
Squares

----~~-~ol'-

Treatment
Pretesting
Interaction
Reg:eesslon
vfi·thin Cells

1•1

DF

F

Values

R I,e~s
Than

~·--~----~~~

l;l'. . . . . .~---

146.287
'166. 770
2.692
2009 .. 550
834,200

Mean
Squares

1
1
1
2

146.287
166o770
2.,692
1004.775

42

19~862

7 .. 365
8.396

0 .. 010

0~136

0.715
0.001

0~006

50~588
•

0 '0

~

••

•

0

• -0 Cl •
"-':;-

:::!.-------=---=---c __'-'--=
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Six months later

j_n

the long-term posttesting

period, a highly significant regression effect continued as
is indicated in Table 5.

The group bibliocounseling

treatment approached but did not reach the level of significance.

Neither the pretest nor the interaction effects

were near the level of significance.
The fourth null hypothesis was:
Fourth-grade Caucas.i.an boys underachieving in
reading who receive twenty sessions of group 'biblio_counseling in addition to their regular language arts
classes will not show significantly greater gains in
six-month long-term posttesting on the Vocabulary
subtest of the Q.§.~~~J.2lilli... Rea..£i~~.§..!t?., Survey ]2 1
than similar boys who only atten"dl:anguage arts classes.
Since data in Table 5 shm'l
hypothesis must be accepted.

that~>

a05, the null

The groups receiving biblio-

com1seling approached but .failed to

l~(~ach

the leve1 of

significance in having higher vocabulary scores in the
lol1g ..·t.erm posttesting period than grou.ps not receiving the
r= -

spee.ial counseling treatment.
Table 5
Analysis of Covariance Results for r,ong~term
Posttest.ing in Vocabulary
..

-~-~-~_,__._.~,-....-~--IU'..Jih'.l--1<1----..Ar--~~_..---...,-~-- ~-IIU--'JC,.NoJ~~

..

~~.:<-~'31---.........-

SotLCce

IICU"1::r',U.\41'.6~11mll\AIIw.f.'IIJ'I<"J<"JUI..,r~1~~-·.'0I<IIQI'~~..ul-U.~~.-.-,-1Wli>UI~~'Il5!-~

Sum of
Squares

!'iean
Squares

F

Values

P Less
Than

Cll~.-..n----~IIV',_.._.,....__~-"1:-.W~~~·----~~-""~-~11'

Treatment
:Pretesting
Interaction
Regression
Yfi·t;hin Cells

76.56'7

1I

40.803

1

9.789.
1630o537
. 61·1.862

1
2

31

76.567
4-0~ 803
9 .. 789.
815a268
19.737

....

...II::....

3~879

08058

c----

2.067
0.496
41.306

0.161
0.487
o. 00'1

"

.. ... . . ., ..
~

~

R=---=--=-=-===--==--===--=-=-
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Although there was a highly significant pretesting
effect in the immediate posttesting period for vocabulary,
this effect was not significant six months later in the
long-term posttesting period.
P~a~~ng

Attitude
A highly significant group bibliocounseling

treatment effect appears in the data shown in Table 6 for
reading attj.tude in the immediate posttesting period.

The

regression, pretesting, and interaction effects did not
approach the level of significance.
The fifth null hypothesis was:
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys underachieving in
reading who receive twenty sessions of' group biblio·counseling in addition·to their regular language arts
classes will not show significantly greate:r ga.Jns in
immediate posttesting on the §~.~g£_.Q2~~er!!.'2!Z
o~ude than simila:r boys who on..1..y attend
h'l.:nguage ar-cs cJ.e.sses.
.
Since data in Table 6 show that P < .05, the null
Table 6
Analysis of Covariance Results for Immediate
Posttesting in Reading Attitude
....

.~.------...:fWll:ll~~~--~----~_,_.

Source

Sum of
Squares

DF

1
1
1

467.394

~

---.~--~~~~~.,...,.,.~-·"""""~

Treatment
Prete s·l; ing
Interaction
Regress.ion
vii thin Cells

467.3940.857
1.993
18 .. 780
899.384

.,---~~----~r.

Mean
Squares

2

42

..-

0~857

1.993
9.390
21.414

]'

Values
_..__~

"-

~-

21.82'7
0.040
0.093
0.439
•

0

P Less
Than

G' .. .. c)

0.001
0.842
0.762
0.648
il • • "

~

•

,<=::::--..
~-
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hypothesis can be rejected.

The groups receiving biblio-

counseling had .highly significant gains in reading attitude
~

------

over groups not receiving the special counseling treatment
as measured in the immediate posttesting period.
. .

......,_"--·------

Six months later in the long-term posttesting
period, a highly significant group bibliocounseling
treatment effect continued to remain in reading attitude.
Again, regression, pretesting, and interaction effects did
not approach the level of significance.
The sixth null hypothesj.s was:
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys underachieving in reading
who receive twenty sessions of group bibliocounseling in
addition to their regular language arts classes will not
show sit:~ificantly greater gains in six-month long-term
post testing on the .§.~.~j.~~<2..=9~~.:y_:L_!lY.§.~-~2,£..:~L.2.L!l~e.£;Ll},g
Attitude than similar boys who only <:J.ttend l.a:nguage arts

<:!lasseS.

Data appearing in Table 7 show that the groups
receiving bibliocou.nseling had highly significo.nt ga:Lns in
reading attitude over groups not receiving the special
Table 7
Analysis of Covariance Results for Long-term
Posttesting in Reading Attitud~

Source
---1\J._~

..

Sum of
Squares

Dl!"

~-~~-ft,p-~~~-

Treatment
Prete·sting
Interaction
Regression
\vi thin Cells

274.895
9.754
39.964.
65.790
729.909

1
1
1

2
31

Ivrean
Squares

·2'74.895
:os•

---.-~----~0.-.JW

9.754
39a964
32.897
__ ) 545
??:
~

J? Less
'T'han

F

Values

11.675
0.414
1.697
1. 397
e

It

(i

•

it

V

WW

-~d

0~002

Oo525
0.202
0.262

;:::}---

~-·

5

H

"
..

••••••

.
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counseling treatment in long-term posttesting.

R<

Since

.05, the null hypothesis can be rejected.

"----"

~

-----

~~=--=-=--====

Read).~_§__~lf-C.oncept

A highly significant group biblio.counseling
treatment effect appears in the data shown in Table 8 for
reading self-concept in the immediate posttesting period.
The regression, pretesting, and interaction effects did not
approach the level of significance.
The seventh null hypothesis was:
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys underachieving in
reading who receive twenty sessions of group bibliocou.nseling in addition to their regular language arts
classes ·will not show significantly greater gains in
reading self-concept in immediate posttesting on the
"Reading Self-Concept Inventory" adaptation of the
SCAlVIIN than similar boys who only attend la.nguage aj:-ts

"c"lasses.

Since the data in Table 8 shov·r that
null hypothesis can be rejected.

f

< • 05,

the

The groups receiving

Table 8
Analysis of Covariance Results for Immediate
Posttesting in Reading Self-Concept

Source
Treatment
Pretesting
Interaction
Regression
Within Cells

Sum of
Squares

DF

}1ean
Squares

P Less
·ifhan

389.283
64.279

9.695
1 ~ 113

2

4-4.705
29.672

42

40.152

389.283

1

64~279

1

44.705
59o344

1

1686.403

1 • 6o·1

0.739
•

0

••••

0.003
o. 2'13
0.297
Oo484
•••••••
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bibliocounseling had highly significant gains in reading
self-concept over groups not receiving the special coun-

=i

--

--------

- ---- -------

seling treatment as measured in immediate posttest.ing.
Six months later in the long-term posttesting
period, a. highly significant group bibliocounseling
treatment effect continued to remain in reading self-concept.
Again, regression, pretesting, and interaction effects did
not approach the level of significance.
The eighth null hypothesis was:
Fourth-grade Caucasian boys underachieving in
reading who receive twenty sessions of group bibliocounseling in addition to their regular language arts
classes will not show significantly greater gains in
reading self-concept in six-month long-term posttesting
on the 11 Reading Self-Concept Inventory 11 adaptation of
the SCAMIN than sim.ilai· boys who only attend language
arts--c-ras·s"es.

-

Since the data in Table 9 show that P <
null hypothesis can be rejected.

. the

.05~

The groups receiving

bibliocounseling had highly significant gains in reading
Table 9

__

Analysis of Covariance Results for Long-term
Posttesting in Reading Self~Ooncept

...

.~,.--

.•

,-.~,...,..,_.

.....

Treatment
Pretesting
Intera.ctio11
Regression
Within Cells

.._ _ _,

- .........
. . . . ..._.....__._.__
"'.-...

--~.,~

-·---7'~

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Squares

491.112
16.833
1.712
106 .. 592
959 .. 363

1

491.112
16.833
1.712
53.296
30.947

. _______,. . . ,._ _..__. . . -· __,____ Values
-

·--~

P Less
Than

F
~

-

~

~

-

~

-

-

Source

__" ' . . . . ··nJel-

.

~.._.-_.-....--.-~-----

~··~:.~~•-oocro<>

·t

1
2
31

-.~ ..

""C

• • • •• •

--

..

0.001
0.466
0 .. 816
0.195

15.869
Os544
0.055
1.722
•

lt •

•

•

---::;c----~

-·-~-·~
~-

--

r
t:;:__--=:=:=-:--=-

•

J
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self-concept over groups not receiving the special counseling treatment as measured in the long-term posttesting.

"----"

- - -- -- - -----

A.djusted Mean!i
Adjusted means for the eight variables considered by
the separate analyses of covariance were manually calculated
from the means of the individual groups' IQ scores, composite reading subtest grade equ:i. valency scores, and posttest
scores.

Adjusted group means for the immediate and long-term

posttesting are found in Tables 10 and 11, respectlvely.

SUMMARY
The fourth chapter of this report

pr(~sented

the data

of the study which had been subjected to eight :3eparate
tvJo"-\vaJ~

analyses of coYariance.

!- - - - -

Data for the immediate and

long-term posttesting of the fol1m'liJ:1g variables were
reY:Lewed:

( 1) reading comprehension, ( 2) ·vocabulary,

(3) reading attitude, and (4) reading self-concepto

The o05·leYel of significance was required for the
rej r:ction of eight null hypotheses.

Three of the four null

hypotheses dealing with reading comprehension and vocabulary
were rejected., · Group~l :r.•eceiving the group biblioGounseling
trea·tment scored significant·ly higher in immediate
postte[1ting in reading comprehension and Yocabulary than
groups not receiving the special counseling treatment.

They

continued· to score s.ign.ificantly higher in rr:mding c:omprehens.ion six months later; however, their yocabu1a.:ry scores
approached but did not reach the level of sign:lficance in

j

Table 10
Group Neans and Standard Deviations: IQ, Composite Reading
S"..:tbtest Grade Equivalency Scores, and Adjusted Neans
for Ir1mediate Posttest Variables

ld i
i
C)l
Groups.

I

i

NI
-

(1j
0

·r-1 ~
.p ~,
Ul w
·r-1 Cl)
.p(L)

Covariates
IQ

Reading

I

Immediate Posttesting
Reading
CompreVocab- Reading
hension
ulary
.Attitude Self-Concept

H

29.673

24 .. 500

18.508

45.940

II

23.536

21-.381

12.474

38.111

II

31.266

28.724

19.187

46 .. 319

II

27 .. 695

24.417

12.331

42.380

I

ro~

.p

Cf.)

Experimental f ·121

I

r1!116. 500 .32. 917
SD

I

15.577

13.399

!

Control 1

Control 2

I 12 I

i 12

!

I

Control 3

II
i

I

.I

106.250.27.750

SD

I 15.142

8.635

~·1

i 115.417

31.500

SD,11.950

8.185

M I 111 • 583

30 .. 333

I

I 121

I SD I
I
I

14.286

7.426
II

1..0
0\

...

L

--~-,

- r

...1.11

I

.:

, I Li.li.], ir:Ji]I:.III.IL:Iii I .IIIII:.. il

Table 11

Group Ivieans and Standard De-viations: IQ 9 Composite Reading
Suttest Grade Equivalency Scores, and Adjusted Means
for Long-Term ?osttest Variables

i

__..,.~

I

~1
~rd

!l

K ~~ ~

J

i

,.

c

G~o~po

~!

T

L•J ()')
trl
~
'+=> (I)
!lw,.._.
.... '>'

I

f

i

i
1

.

I

I

'117.000

33~000

10

14.794

14.233

~- 26.868

Reading
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long-term posttesting •
In two of the above instances, however, there were
also significant pretesting effects.

A significant

pretesting effect appeared in the long-term posttesting in
i~
-·-·---~

reading comprehension.

A highly significant pretesting

effect also was observed in immediate posttesting in vocabulary.

For this reason, the investigator cautioned the

reader regarding the possibility that in those two analyses
·of covariance, the pretesting effect may have influenced the

i

k.~~
c:

level of significance reached by the group bibliocounseling

~c =
~~

p-------

treatment effect.
Four null hypotheses pertaining to reading attitude

1

I

and reading self-concept were rejected when results favoring_
the groups receiving bibliocounseling consistently proved to
be highly significant over groups not receiving the special

I

L_

t=
I

counseling treatment.
A summary of the study,_conclusions, and recommendations for further research will be presented in Chapter 5.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
INTRODUCTION
This experimental study utilized recognized and
award-winning children's trade "t?ooks

vii thin

a group coun-

'seling situation, bibliocounseling, in an effort to assist
fourth-grade male Caucasian students who were underachieving
in reading.
In this chapter, the investigator has presented:
( 1) a summary of the study, ( 2) limitations of the study,
°
;
( 3 ) cone 1 usJ.ons
re 1 a tv:tng t o th e h y:po th
.. eses .~ ( Ll.- ) 1.mp -.leat,_._ons
0

0

0

]

I

of the study, and (5) recommendations for further research.

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

,-

A brief summary of the study includes the following:
(1) the setting and selection of participants, (2) the
procedure, and (3) analysis of the data.

i..!lf;;....!ill.<!_S eJ ~...9t i
.S~-~iE....Bdl..i§.

!h~~E t

o,n

The setting for the study in group bibliocounseling
was .in the northern suburban area of the Stockton Unified
School District in Stockton, California.

Tvm schools were

randomly selected to. participate from a population of seven

99
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elementary schools having contiguous attendance areas,
similar ratios of Caucasi-an studen·ts, and similar family
median incomes.
Subjects in the two schools were delimited to male
Caucasian students in the fourth grade who were underachieving in reading.

Those whose third-grade composite

grade-level scores on the Word Meaning and Paragraph Meaning
subtests of the Stanford Achievement Test fell two or more
stanines below their third-grade
~~

Lor~e-Thorndike

Intelli-

Test scores were designated as underachieving in

reading.
~.h~ ~.rQced,E!,e

of the Study

Forty-eight subjects, twenty-four from each of the
two schools, were randomly assigned in groups of twelve to a
Solomon Fotrr-Group Design.

The design was extended to
l

include, in addition to immediate posttesting, six-month,
long-term posttesting following the special counseling

~------

tj ________ _

L:_
1
!___:;

treatment.
An experimental group received pretesting, the

i-

experimental bibliocounseling treatment, and posttesting.
One control group received both pretesting and posttesting,
bu·t not the treatment o

A second control group received

the bibliocotmseling treatment and posttesting, but not
pretesting.

Finally, a third control group received only

posttesting.
Twice \'Veekly for ten weeks the experimental group
and the sec:oncl control group, each randomly divided into six

--
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members for the purpose of increasing group interaction, met
for fifty-minute bibliocounseling sessions.

The aim of the

sessions was to improve subjects' reading self-concept,
their attitude toward reading, and their reading comprehension and vocabulary scores.
Each group bibliocounseling session began with the
counselor introducing a short children's trade book,
describing the m'lards which it had received, and assisting
·'the students in reading orally from the book.

During the

last one-half of each session, the group interacted by: ·
(1) retelling what had occurred in the story, (2) probing

into a specific character's feelings, (3) identifying
similar incidents from the students' own lives or from other
stories, (4) exploring the consequences of certain behaviors
or feelings, and (5) coming to conclusions about the consequences of certain behaviors or feelings.
~~sis

of the Data
The investigator used three instruments in the

testing phases of the study, including:
~§£~i:ni.t~. . Re.§i;h~g__

......

(1) the Gates-

Tests, Survey ,;Q, Forms 1, 2, and 3,

(2) the §.~n Die?.J..9...C,ounty_l,rl:@ntor;r of B.eadix~.-~..!,ii~ud£, and
I

(3) his adaptation of the .§§_lf-Concept an£.. Motiv:,~tion

p_-

Invenj;ory (SCAMIJi2., called the "Reading Self-Concept .
Inven·tory."
Following the final posttesting, the investigator
submitted the obtained data to eight separate two-way
analyses of

covariance~

Dependent variables were the

,_i=i=--1-

!.

---
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subjects' immediate and long-term posttest scores on the
three testing instruments, with the covariates being
third-grade intelligence and reading test scores.

A

~05

level of significance determined the acceptance or rejection
of the null hypotheses.

LIMITATIONS
The findings of this study, to be revie,.ved. in the
next section, "Conclusions Relating to the Hypotheses, 11
should be viewed with the following limitations in mind:
1.

Readers should only generalize conclusions and

implications drawn from this study to fourth-grade male
Caucasian students found to be underachieving in reading by
the method employed by the investigator.
2.

Readers should only generalize conclusions and

implications drawn from this study to students attending
predominately Caucasian suburban elementary schools having

i

L
:--:

characteristics similar to those described in the northern
area of the Stockton Unified School District.

3.

Readers should be aware in their generalizing

the conclusions and implications drawn from this study that
one counselor was responsible for the

investigation~

In

order that the study could be replicated in other settings,
he gave a detailed presentation of the procedures which he

~---

:.

-

'""'

--

had follov1ed in utilizing group b.ibliocounseling.

4.

Readers should only generalize conclusions and

implications drawn from this study to bibliocounseling

I
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groups using recognized and/or award-winning children's
trade books selected by criteria which the·investigator
employed.

5.

Readers should be aware in their generalizing

the conclusions and implications drawn from this study that
subjects attended the limited number of twenty group bibliocounseling sessions extending over a ten-week period.

CONCLUSIONS RELATING TO THE HYPOTiffiSES
The primary objectives of this study were to investigate the effectiveness of group bibliocounseling in
improving the reading comprehension and vocabulary test
scores of fourth-grade Caucasian boys who were underachieving
in reading.
Secondary objectives of this study were to investigate the effectiveness of group bibliocounseling in

I

k----

improving the subjects' attitude toward reading and their

I

reading self-concept.

,-r-:
~~

---- ----

1"=: ------------

.---.---

I
!

The findings of this study supported the hypotheses
that; groups receiving bibliocounseling would have significantly higher reading comprehension test scores than those
not rece:lving the special counseling treatment.

Both the

immerl:i.ate pos"l:;test scores and the long-term posttest

scor~3s

for students having group bibliocounseling were significantly
higher than scores of control groups.

.

)

---
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How~ver,

a significant pretesting effect was noted

in the long-term posttesting results.

This pretesting

---~

effect may have influenced the significant reading comprehension gain reached during that testing period by groups
~-::

---;~--~--·----

receiving the bibliocounseling treatment.
BX£ot~eses~lating

Voca~r;y:

to

The findings of this study supported the hypothesis
that groups receiving the bibliocounseling treatment would
have significantly higher vocabulary scores in the iramediate
posttesting period than control groups.
Again, however, a highly significant pretesting
effect may have influenced the rate of gain which groups .
receiving the bibliocounseling treatment reach8d during the
immediate posttesting period.
The hypothesis that these students' long-term
posttest vocabulary scores lJvould be significantly higher
than control groups' scores failedto be supported..

;

L___ _
~--

--

Never-

theless, those receiving group bibliocounseling had scores
closely approaching the level of significance.
It would appear that if students who are unde:rachieving in ;reading are to maintain a significant gro\'Tth in
vocabulary development, they must receive continued directed
assistance :following the conclusion of group bib1iocounseling~
I.

~=--

---- ----
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The findings of the study supported both hypotheses

---~---~

significantly in their attitude toward reading.

----

~

tha.t students receiving group bibliocounseling would improve
Not only

were their immediate posttesting results highly significant

~.---------

over control groups' scores, but their long-term posttest
scores also maintained this highly significant improvement
six months later.
The bibliocounseled students' improved atti-tude
toward reading may have been a motivational factor in
encouraging them to read and also in helping them to improve
their reading comprehension.
lit:P.2i~~- Re la;,~ ing_j;_g,

B~t.n&~~.ll-1!
Just as group bibliocounseling improved subjects'

'
L __ _
!

i'

attitude to\IJard reading, so it also succeeded in improving
their reading self-concept.

Again, both immediate and

long-term posttesting results reached the highly significant
level for students receiving group bibliocounseJ.ing.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
Bearing in mind the limitations of the stud.y as \vell
as the significant pretesting effect which appeared in
long-term readi.ng comprehension testing and in immediate
posttesting in vocabulary, the investigator viewed the
results vii th encouragement.

The significant changes which

---

-

------
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the twenty-four students receiving group bibliocounseling
experienced indicate that the technique can help certain
0-=:
;---'0--

students who are underachieving in reading.

-----

-----

Although many

of the treated subjects experienced positive change, others
did not improve. 1

Harris has observed, however, that in

nearly every remedial reading program, about five to ten
percent of the children do not improve, probably because
unsuspected neurological injuries or deep-lying emotional
difficulties are present. 2
When Hosford and Briskin recently reviewed the
results of a number of counseling studies, their main criti-

~

-------~

cism was that researchers should take greater care in
d.esigning treatments to promote specific outcomes. 3 Since
groups receiving bibliocounseling in the present study did
reveal impressive gains in reading comprehension, vocabulary,
attitude toward reading, and reading self-concept, it would

L--1

appear to the investigator that a specific counseling model
has given evid.ence of promoting specific changes in students ..
Before promoting group bibliocounseling as an·
answer for helping students who are underachieving in
reading, the investigator v1ould emphasize

t\'ITO

warnings ..

1 cf4 infra Appe:n.dix !_, pp. 123-26 .•
1
2
Albert J-. Harris, l~£...1ncre~~~-~!Ladi11J3 1toi~:J-.l'Lt
A Guide to DevelorHnental and RE~medJ81Methods l'?"t!ltM:'";
Ne'W?O'rk:n-av:rcr'l.r&IGz:i-coni:Pany-;IiiC:-;-1"91'0),-pp. 135-36. ·

3Ray E. Hosford and Alan s. Briskin, "Changes
Through Co1.m~),elingt" ~.;~,,g,.:t' E£1.'£2ill,!?..~~J2, XXXIX
(April, 1969 , 203-04.

:--:
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First, no school district should base its decisions of
policy on the findings of one research rep~rt.4

Second, he

would cite Lykken's statement that:
• • • the finding of statistical significance is
perhaps the least important attribute of a good experiment; it is neve~ a sufficient condition for concluding
that a useful empirical fact has b~en established with
reasonable confidence--or that an experimental report
ought to be published.5
So that possible implications of research might be
more firmly established, Lykken suggested that replication
of studies should occur, including:

(1) literal replication,.

(2) operational replication, and (3) constructive replication.

According to him, literal replication i.nvol ved

the exact duplication of the :first investigator's study.
In the case of operational replication, the researcher
duplicated exactly only the sampling and experimental
procedures of the first study.

Finally, in constructive

replication, the researcher deliberately avoided the first
investigator's methods, following nothing more than a clear
statement of the empirical

fact 11 which the first author
claimed to have established. 6
11

4samuel \veintraub, "The Reading Teacher and Reading
Research--Part II," The Read~_Tea_Q_he:£,, XXII (I!'ebruary,
1969), 465.
---·-5Da·vid T. Lykken, 11 Statistical Significance in
Psychological Research," ~<?.l9.el~1_..]u];Jetin? LXX
(September, 1968), 155-56. (Italics in 1he"''r''ginal.]
6 Ibid ..

---------
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The promising findings both at the conclusion of
--

the group bibliocounseling and six months later give

~---

----------

-

evidence that the method could be helpful in assisting
students found to be 1xnderachieving in reading.

Since one

must not conclude from a single study that group bibliocounseling is the final solution to the problem of reading
underachievement, the investigator recommends that further
study be made in the following areas:
1•

Other counselors should perform literal,

-~---

operational, and constructive replications of the group
bibliocounseling method in an effort to substantiate the
study 1 s findings and to generalize them to wider school
populations~

2. :. Both male and female counselors should participate in further studies to determine the effect of the sex

r

t:;;-

of the counselor on the group bibliocounseling process in
helping male and female students who are underachieving in
i'

I

reading.

i

3.

Counselors should conduct .further research with

students of' differing socio-economic and racial backgrounds
to find the impact which group bibliocounseling might have
in assis·t;ing those \'lho are underachieving in

4.

reading~

Counselors should experiment to find the
F;"---- -:--:--------

effectiveness of both shorter and longer periods of time
spent in bibliocouxwe1i:ng groups of students.

AJ.so 9 longer

109

durations of time might be permitted before

long~· term

posttesting took place to determine the lasting effects of
the procedure.

5.

Students of varying grade levels who are undera"--i
__,

_______

chieving in reading should undergo group bibliocounseling so
that conclusions can be made regarding the method's effectiv-eness with students beyond one grade level.
6.

Researchers should experiment to ascertain the

effect of group bibliocounseling on students found to be
underachieving in reading under .varying definitions of
-

underachievement and for specific determined causes of

----

reading underachievement.

7.

Counselors, reading specialists 9 teachers, and

school librarians should conduct studies to find books which
have the greatest value for certain ·types of students within
the group bibliocounseling process.
;-= - -

SUMMARY
The investigator summarized the experimental study
in group bibliocounseling and reviewed its

findings~

Although stated limitations had to be observed, nevertheless.,
the significant findings of the study indicated that group
bibliocounseling demonstrated effectiveness as a model in
improving the:

(1) reading comprehension 9 (2) vocabulary,

(3) attitu6.e toward.reading, and (4) reading self-concept of

youngsterB who were underachieving in reading ..
Since res·earchers have cautioned against the accep-

§

------
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tance of one study's results in the decision to change the
educational policies of a school system, the investigator
urged that other counselors and educators conduct literal,
operational, and constructive replications of the study.

In

this way, the findings could be further verified and generalized to wider school populations.

~---------=-=----
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Table 12
Test Scores of Students in tha Experimental Groupt School A
N
.o.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Key:

.... Q
i

113
111
1i 0
111
131
136
129
101
113
089
144
110

~..A;Fre
u:_
Comp

Post'

3.1
2.2
1. 9
2.0
5 .. 1
5.3
3.1
2,.9
3 .. 7
1.8
5.5
2.9

28
19
. 14
25
47
42
40
27
31
24
51
37

19
08
12
15
45
46
26
18'
21
07
48
34

Co~E

Long
Comp

Pre
Voc

15
13'

23
15
10
15
36
39
32
16
26
19
38
27

19
47

-25
31

-50
34

Post
Voc

Long
Voc

27
18
10
18
39
39
26
16
32
22
40
27

22
16
12
39

Pre
IRA
09
18
06
07
17
23
04
16
11
07
22
06

-25
28

-42
30

Post

IRA
12
22
18
15
21
22
17
15
20
17
23
21

Pre___Po-8~-Long
RSC
RSC
RSC

Long
IRA

23
16
13
23

44
32
47
31
45
46
40
46
38
38
50
45

-18
16

--24
15

49
37
44
39
45
48
46
49
46
51
48
49

44
55
34
49
47
43

-51
47

.No. = Student
IQ = Third-grade Score,

J::.s.rg~-~P,o_£~dill~e ~ntellige?ce Test, Form B, Level 2
Composite Grade Equivalency Score oi Word and Paragraph Meaning Subtests,
Sta~fo~~ Achievement Test 9 Form X~ Primary II
Comprehension Score, Gates-MacGinitie Readin Tests, Survey D
Voc* = Vocabulary Score, Gates-IfuCGin{~e Re§:_ding Tests, urvey D IF.A* = San Die o County Inventor of Reading Attitude
RSC = nReading Se f-Concept Inventory1JAdapta:Cion of the Self-Conce;et and Motivation
Inventor;t:
*Pre = Pretest; Post = Immediate Posttest; Itong = Long-term Posttest

=
* =
Com:p*
SAT
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Table 13
Test Scores of Students in Control Group 1, School!
No.
i

2
3
4

5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12
Key:

IQ

120
090
1i5
090
087
096
124
113
119
097
095
129

SAT

4.4
2 .. 1
3 .. 0
2.6
1.9
2.0
3.4
3.8
3.7
2.1
2.4
1.9

Pre

c-mi"'
~

_tJ

37

13
26
20
06
08
27
30
34
05
15
07

Post
Comp
31

Long
Comp
26

11

-28

32
21
13
13
28
22
35
15
14

16

13

-09
21
25
35
13
17
05

Pre
Voc
26
20
15
20
16
09
22
35
32
13
19
11

··-

Pos"C
Voc
35
18
22
17
08
10
27
25
27
12
16
14

=
.Long
Voc
30

-18
16

-18
25
34
35
10
16
19

Pre
IRA
10
16
11
09
17
07
17
10
15
06
15
03

Post
IRA
09

Long
IRA
10

18

-16

13
14
17
09
18
12
16
03
14
06

Pre
RSC
43
46
38
50
39
45
44
43
42
41
48
36

10

-06
21
14
12
02
06
05

Post
RSC
41
49
38
37
29
44
42
39
40
37
30
33

Long
RSC
36

41
43
45
41
43
43
34
37
33

No. = Student
IQ = Third-grade Score, 1:£r~e-Thorndi~ Intelligence Tes,i, Form 1?.~ Level 2
SAT = Composite Grade Equiva ency Score cf word and Paragraph Me~~ing Subtests,
Stanford Achievement Test, Form X, Primary II
* = Comprehension Score, Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Survey D
Coi!lp*
Voc* = Vocabulary Score, Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Survey D IRA*= San Die 0 co·ant Inventor- of Reading Attitude
RSC ; :•Reading Se I-Concept InventorY" AO:aptation of the Self-Concept and Motivation
Inventory
*Pre = Pretest; Post = Im.."'Ilediate Posttest; Long = Long-term Posttest
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Table 14

...

Test Scores of Students in Control Group 2, School B
No.

.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Key:

IQ

Pre
Comp

SAT

116

3.6
118 3.4
128 2 .. 7
123·3.7
092 2 .. 4
121 3.8123 4.0
121 2.6
106 2.9
093 2.0
121 2.1
123 4.6

--

---

---

--

--

---

----

Long
Como

Post
Com;e
38
40
30
43
24
40
38
31
35
17
16
37

"'Pre
Vee

--

-

------------

-31
37
15
32
42
19

-25
13
42

Pos~

Voc
28
35
34
29
32
30
31
27
28
25
19
35

Long
Vee

Pre
IRA

-32

--

--

----

34
25
32
31
23

----

---

-31

--

16
34

--

Post
IRA
20
25
22
11
24
22
12
23
24
22
12
13

Long
IRA

Pre
RSC

-20

---

19
24
19
07
20

-21
09
14

Post
RSC
49
55
48
40
55
46
34
50
42
43
43
49

------

--

----

--

Long
RSC

50
52
53
54
38
49

-47
41
46

= Student
= Third-grade Score, L~e-Thorndike Intelligence Test, Form B, Level 2
= Composite Grade Equi va ency Score' of-Word and Paragraph Meaning Subtests,
Stanford Achievement Test, Fo:r:·m X, Primary II
Comprehension
Score Gates-MacGi~}tie ~eading Tests, Survey ~
Comp* =
Vocabulary
Score,
Gates-MaeGinitie Reading Tests, Survey D
Voc* =
IR.tl,-r. = San Diego Cou..""lt . Inventor of Read.in Attitude ·RSC = Reading Se.Lf-Conce:pt nven cry' .ada:p-ca io:n-o? the Self-Concept and Motivation
No.
IQ
SAT
-1(-

9

Inventory
*Pre = Pretest; Post

= Immediate

Posttest; Long

= Long-term

_.,

Posttest
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Table 15

Test Scores of Students in Control Group 3, School B

1

118

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

083
124
121
110
089
108
134
116
108
120
108

10

11
12
Key:

38
15
"40
44
18
05
09
35
40
20

3.4
2.0
3.2
4.3
2.7
2.0
2 .. 5
3.9
3.6
2.6
3.6
2.6

31

10
33
43
22
13

-38
-20

41

36

24

13

---

--

--

-----

--

-----

33
18
29
36
18
07
17
30
29
18
26

32

28
15
30
30
20
12

-35

-16
30
24

---

--

--

--

--

-------

Post

Long

IRA

IRA.

10
13
19
12
10
11
06
21
07
14
13
' 12

11
13
20
13
10
13

-19
-12
10
12

Pre
RSC

-------------

Post--Long
RSC
RSC
25
29
43
47
27
29
45
47
41
38
41
44
47
52
43
42
44
47
46
47
50
40

·NO .. = Student
IQ = Third-grade Score, Lor~e-Thorndike Intelligence Test, Form B, Level 2
SAT = Composite Grade EqufVa ency Score·~·or·word and. :i?aragraph Meaning Subtests,

Stailford Achievement Test, Form X, Primary II
* = Comprehension Score, G~te~:rv~c.Gi_!~itie fJ.eadi,ng Tes_t_ll, Survey )1
Comp*
Vo·'"'v* -- Vocabulary Score, Gates-Mc;:c9;i:q:&..."E~ Reading Tests, Survey D
IR..4.* = San Die o Count. Inventorv of Rea4_in_g Attitude
RSC = 'Rea ing Se f-Concept nven~ory Adaptation of the Self-Concept and Motivation
InYentory
*Pre = Pretest; Post = Immediate Posttest; Long = Long-term Posttest
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Table 16
Analysis of Variance Results for Initial Di±'ferences
in IQ Among the Experimental Group
and Control Groups 1, 2, and 3
-~-----

Sum of
Squares

DF

514.89

Within Variance
Total Variance

Source
Between Variance

Mean
Squares

Values

3

171.63

.815

9264.93

44

210.57

••••••

9779.82

47

•• •• ••

F

... ..
~

P Less
Than

--~-

n.s.
• •• •••
0 •

•

•

•

•

Table 17
Analysis of Variance Results for Initial Differences
in Composite Reading Grade Equivalency Scores
Among the Experirnental·Group and
Control Groups 1, 2 1 and. 3

,_

'"--,__.

~==============~==·=-=u•=-=~===-==-------- ...- - - . . ...........
~--'-'

of
Squares
Sum

Source

DF

,.~~

Mean
Squares

-

II'. w•--

65.75

3

21.92

itlithin Variance

4245.50

44

96.49

To·~al

4311.25

47

Between Variance

Variance ·

F
Values

• • It • • •

p Less

Than

~.1!/l'--11

.227

.... .
...

•

tt •

.. .. •

[c

-~

"

l

n.s.
.. •

•

•

0 •

••••••

i·

__

---
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Table 18
Analysis of Variance Results for Initial Differences in
Stanine Discrepancy Between IQ and Composite Reading
Grade Equivalency Scores Among the·Experimental
Group and Control Groups 1, 2, and 3

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Squares

F
Values

.92

3

• 31

.15 .,

Within Variance

89.00

44

2.02

Total Variance

89.92

47

Source
Between Variance

.... .
"

•••• $

P Less
Than
n. s.

•

e • • • • •
i~

• • •• ••

••••••
~~

·-·
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF CHILDREN'S TRADE BOOKS USED AND
THE AWARDS OR RECOGNITION GIYEN TlfEM
and
'

'

i

i

THE GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING PROCEDURE
USED IN THE TWENTY SESSIONS
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF CHILDREN'S TRADE BOOKS USED AND
THE AWARDS OR RECOGNITION GIVEN .THEM
---~~

The study utilized a total of eight children's trade
books which received mention in Children's Books: Awards &
~

by the Children's Book Council.

Those eight books

and the awards which they received are listed

:Book

below~

Award
The Ralph J. Caldecott Medal

(1953)

Qill_Jt__Coura~
at the Bat

Case·~r

..,.r_I'U'UDII..l~

The John Newbery r1edal ( 1941)
York Times Choie.e of Best
Illustrate'dChild.ren' s Books
of the Year (1964)

Nevi

Child Study Association, Children's Book Award (1955)

.Q.row Boy;

r---,L

c:--

New York Times Choice of Best
Illustrated-Children's Books
of the Year (1953)
Homer Price

Pacific Northwest Library ·
Association Young Readers'
Choice Award (1947)

The Natchlock
Gun
..
..,_

The John Newbery Medal (1942)
The Lewis Carroll Shelf Award

~f1>c::41111111':111!W_,...,,_~

.-

_

• .,,.

'!l

bi

-~Ill'

( 1960)

Time of Wonder

I'$'

_ _ ......,.

.. _

I

Ohioana Book Award (1958)
The Ralph J. Caldecott Medal
( 1958)

.
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One additional book was used that did not receive
any of the specific awards mentioned in --=--=...-,;;;....;;;,,__
Children's Books:Awards & Prizes. However, it was listed in Notable Children's Books 1940-1959 by the American Library Association.
That book was A
of Young

Rock~n

My Pocket: The Rhymes and Chants

America~.

~---

- _ __

GROV.i? BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER ONE .
INTRODUCTION
=-----.

The counselor invites six selected students to sit
in a close circle.

He permits them to become acquainted and

then announces that they may participate in t\'Tice,-weekly
group sessions for the purposes of be?oming acquainted with
award-winning children's books and of improving their
reading.

However, he does not tell them that they have been

found to be underachieving in reading.

The counselor

informs the students that they will not receive grades for
their participation in the group bibliocounseling sessions.
Following the above introduction, the students ma:r decide
whether or not they wish to a·cte:nd the g:r..·oup meetings whi(Jh
will last for a period of ten weeks.
GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING PROCEDURE
Book:

Ea.monds, Walter D.
by Paul Lantz ..
1942.
1.

:I~he

The Matchlock Gun. Illustrated
New York: Dodd;11ead & Company,

counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the John Newberry Medal and the Lewis
Carroll Shelf Award which the book received.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally short para-

graphs from pages one through nine. ·The counselor assists
the readers, if necessary, in the pronunciati-on and meaning
132
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of the following words:
intently
militia
thought
musket
braided
through

impatiently
priming
nonsensical
magnificent
tracery
reluctantly

invisible
sausage
absorbed
thong
breeches

1·
3.

Students retell what occurred in the first nine

pages of the story.

4.

Students probe into Edward's feelings about:

(a) the big matchlock gun and (b) his father's leaving to
fight the French and Indians.

5.

Students identify similar incidents.from their

own lives and from other stories.
6.

Students explore the consequences of having guns

and of fathers leaving their families to go to v1ar.

1.

Each student determines the personal conse-

quences of having guns and of having his own father leave
home to go to war.
~~
I

I
!

GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER TWO·
Book:

Edmonds, Walter D.
by Paul Lantz.

1942.

1.

The Matchlock Gun. Illustrated
New York: Dodd,-mead & Company,

The counselor passes out books to each student

and they discuss briefly the part which they read in ·the
preceding group session.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally short para-

graphs from pages ten through eighteen.

The counselor

assists the readers, if necessary; in. the pronunciation and
meaning of the following words:
gable
rhubarb
chimney
shingle
penetrating
methodical

mechanically
familiar
invisible
reassuring
skeletons
solitary

abandoned
definite
abruptly
striJing
flustered

Students retell what occu:r:·red in the section
which they read.

4.

Students probe into Edward's feelings about:.

(a) living in a log cabin and (b) fearing that Indians might
be planning an attack on them.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from their

own lives and from other stories.
Students explore the consequences of living in a
log cabin ani of being attacked by Indians.

7.

Each student detel'.•mines the personal oonse··
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quences of living in a log cabin and of being attacked by a
warring tribe of Indians.

"!l-~~'0"•

GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUHBER THREE
Book:

Edmonds, Walter D.
by Paul Lantz.

1942.
1.

The Matchlock Gun. Illustrated
York: Doud, ri[ead & Company,

Ne'w

The counselor passes out books to each student

and they discuss briefly the section of the story which they
read in the two preceding group sessions.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally short para-

graphs from pages nineteen through thirty-four.

The coun-

selor assists the readers, if necessary, in the pronunciation

·~

and meaning of the following words:
musket
withers
shoulders
shawl
3~

knoll
thought
satisfying
ru.mmaged

acuteness
indignant
priming
gBs~ure

Students retell \'lhat occurred in the section

which they read,

4.

Students probe into Edward's feelings about:

,__ __

(

(a) knowing that the Indians are approaching, burning homes
and (b) realizing that he might have to fire the matchlock
gun at the enemy.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from their.

own lives and from other stories.
6.

Students explore the consequenc·es of having an

enemy come and burn homes a.nd of having to shoot a matchlock
gun at the enemy.

-----
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7.

Each student determines the personal consequen-

ses of having an enemy burn his own home and of having to
-

shoot a matchlock gun at that enemy.

---

=----

i
i
i

GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER FOUR
Book:

Edmonds, Walter D.
by Paul Lantz.

1942.

1.

The Matchlock Gun. Illustrated
New York: Dodd, Mead & Company,

The counselor passes out books to each student

and they discuss briefly the sections of the story which
they read in the three preceding group sessions.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally short para-

graphs from pages thirty-five through fifty.

The counselor

assists the readers, i f necessary; in the pronunciation and
meaning of the following words:
suspicious
hysterically
monsterous
persuade
pretense

3.

thought
strides
treacherous
rapidity
desperately

ponderous
militia
unconscious
barricaded
solemnly

Students retell what occurred in the section

which they read.

4.

Students probe into Edward's feelings abou-t:

(a) having his mother wounded and lying like a dead person,
(b) shooting the gun, killing three Indians, and (c) knovfing
that he saved his mother and little sister from death.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from their

own lives and from other stories.
6.

Students explore the consequences of pro·tecting

their families from an

enemy~.

7. · Each stud.ent determines the personal conse138.

I

~

r----

-
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quences of having to kill an enemy in order to protect his
parents and siblings.
~__}

=---

---
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER·FivE
Book:

Sperry, Armstrong. Call It Courage. Illustrated by
Armstrong Sperry. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1940.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the John Newbery Medal which the book
received.

Next, the counselor reads orally pages seven

.through thirty-four as the students follow along in their
own books.

Occasionally, he may stop reading and ask the

students questions regarding the action in the story.

By

skipping paragraphs which he feels are not vital to the
action, the counselor can show students that it is not
necessary to read every word and still understand the
2.

story~

In his reading, the counselor does not emphasize

particular vocabulary words.

However, the students may

observe new wor:ds as they read along with him.

3.

Following the reading, the students retell what

happened in the section which the counselor read.

4.

Students probe into Mafatu's feelings about:

(a} fearing water, (b) having other boys call him a coward,
and (c) having the courage to overcome his fear of the sea.,
5~

Students identify similar incidents from their

own lives.
6..

Students explore the consequences of fears,

of having others call them cowards, and of sailing alone at
sea.
140
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7.

Each student determines the personal conse-

quences of fea+ing water, of having his friends call him a
coward, and of his sailing alone at sea.

GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER SIX
Book:

Sperry, Armstrong. Call It Coura~. Illustrated by
Armstrong Sperry. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1940.
1.

The counselor passes out the books to each

student and the group retells what action occurred in the
story so far.
2.

The counselor reads orally pages thirty-five to

fifty«•four, stopping occasionally to determine whether the
students are following the action.

In his reading, the

counselor does ·not emphasize particular vocabulary words.
However, the students may observe new words as they read
along with him.
3~

The counselor skims over unimportant lines.

Following the reading, the. s.tudents retell vfhat

happened in the section which the counselor read.

4.

Students probe into Mafatu's feelings about:

(a) living on a desert island and (b) discovering that
man-eating natives live there.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from other

stories which they have read.

6.

Stuqents explore the consequences of living alone

on a desert island and of haying cannibals nearby.

7.

Each student determines the personal conse§:::-: -=-~~ -:__ -=::..._=---- ==-

quences of providing for himself while living alone on an
island and of evading a threatening enemy.
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER SEVEN
Book:

Sperry, Armstrong. Call It Courage. Illustrated by
Armstrong Sperry. New York:-Tne Macmillan
Company, 1940.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and the group discusses the action which has occurred in the
sections of the story read in the preceding two sessions.
2.

The counselor reads orally pages fifty-five to

seventy-nine, stopping occasionally to ask students about
what Mafatu might do next.

In his reading, the counselor

does not emphasize particular vocabulary words.· Also, he
skims over unimportant lines.

3.

Following the reading, the students retell \\That

hap'_Pe:ned in the section which the counselor

4.

read~

Students probe into Mafatu's feelings about:

(a) swimming in the sea and killing a shark and (b) hunting
and killing a wild boar.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from their

own lives or from books which they have read.•
6..

Students explore the consequences of swimming

afte:r sharks and of hunting vlild animals •

.7.
,.

Each student determines the personal conse-

quences of providing food for himself by having to swim and
hunt.
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER EIGHT
Book:

Sperry, Armstrong. Call ~t Courage. Illustrated by
Armstrong Sperry. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1940.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and the group discusses the action which has occurred in the
story so far.
2.

The counselor reads orally pages eighty to

ninety-five, stopping occasionally to determine if the
students are following the action.

In his reading, the
--

counselor does not emphasize new vocabulary words.

.Also, he

skims over unimportant lines.

3.

FollO\ving the reading, students retell 'IJIThat

happened in the section which the counselor read.

4.

Students probe into £>1afatu' s feelings about:

(a) sailing home in his ovm canoe \vi th his hunting trophies
and (b) sensing his father's pride in seeing that he overcame his cowardice.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from their

ovm lives or from books which they have read.
6.

Students explore the consequences of gathering
I

souvenirs of their adventures and of pleasing their fathers.

7.

Each studen·t; determines the personal conse-

quences of having souvenirs from his adventures and of
pleasing his father by doing difficult tasks.
144
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER NINE
Book:

Ward, Lynd. The Biggest Bear. Illustrated by Lynd
Ward. Boston:H:ougnton Mifflin Co., 1952.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the Ralph J. Caldecott Medal which the
book received.
2.
time~

Students volunteer to read orally one page at a

The counselor assists the readers in the pronun-

ciation and meaning of the following words:
;_.:j

orchard
humiliated

calves
tribulation

chores
through

3.

Students retell what occurred in the story.

4 ..

Students prol}e into Sohnny's feelings about:

(a) v-ranting to have a bearskin pelt of his own q.nd
(b) caring for a bear which becomes a nuj_sance.
5~

Students identify similar incidents from their

own lives ..

6.

Students explore the consequences of going

hunting and of having troublesome pets.

7.

Each st.udent determines the personal cqnse-

quences of going hunting and of ,putting up with difficult
pets.
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER TEN
Book:

Thayer, Ernest Lawrence. Case! a~ the Bat.· Illustrated by Paul Frame. Eng ewood C1if1s, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the New York Times award which the
book received·as the Best Illustrated Children's Book of the
Year.
2.

time.

Students volunteer to read orally one page at a

The counselor assists the readers in the pronun-

ciation and meaning of the following words, if necessary:
extremely
pallor
wreathed
patrons
straggling
thought
preceded
stricken
multitude

silence
much-despised
rebounded
applauded
writhing
defiance
sphere
grandeur
haughty

visage
tumult
spheroid
ignored
scornful
audience
clenched
vengeance

Following the reading, the entire group reads the book in
unison.

Students point out words which rhyme.

3.

Students retell what occurred in the story.

4.

Students probe into Casey's feelings about:

(a) being a proud, haughty baseball player and (b) striking

out for Mudville.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from their

own J.ive.s.

6.

Students explore the consequences of being a.
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famous baseball player and of disappointing others by
stri.king out.

7. Each student determines the personal consequences of being overly confident and of facing humiliation

=~~---

before others.

~

------

GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER ELEVEN
Book:

McCloskey, Robert. Time of Wonder. Illustrated by
Robert McCloskey. New YorK: The Viking Press,
1957.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the Ohioana Book Award and the Ralph

J. Caldecott Medal which the book received.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally passages from

the story, going to page thirty-two.

The counselor assists

the readers, if necessary, in the'pronunciation and meaning
of the following words:
spectacle
acrobatic
porpoises
though
cormorants
unfurling

3.

stretching
height
ledges
fiery
silhouettes
glacier

belly-whoppered
castle
migrating
feuding
sturdy

Students retell what occurred in the section

which they read.
4~

Students probe into the story characters'

feelings about:

(a) having a seashore vacation and

(b) feeling spri.ng in the air and going swimming.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from their

own experiences.

6.

Students explore the consequences of having a

family vacation at the seashore and of going swirr..ming every

day.
•J48
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7.

Each s.tudent determines the personal conse-

quences of being able to go on a family vacation and of
enjoying himself at the seashore by swimming.

GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER TWELVE
Book:

McCloskey, Robert. Time of Wonder. Illustrated by
Robert McCloskey. Nev-1 YoJ.•k: The Viking Press,

1957.

1.

=-~-

The counselor passes out books to each student

and they dlscuss the section of the story which they read
during the preceding session.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally passages from

page thirty-three through sixty-two.

The counselor assists

them, if necessary, in the pronunciation and meaning of the
following words:
cruise
pennants
shift
solemnly
scalloping
ketches
shackling

3.

shelves
bell buoy
hurricane
parchee3i
.lessening
un.ac cus t orne d

terrace
fertilize
petunias
barnacles
sea-urchj.ns
quartz

Students retell what occurred in the section

which they read•

4.

Students probe into the story characters'

feelings about:

(a) having to prepare for a hurricane and

living through one and (b) ending a happy family vacation at
the seashore.

5.
OW1.1

Students identify s1.milar incidents from their

experiences or from books which they have read.
6.

Students explore the consequences of exper-

iencing a hurricane.and of ending a family vacation.
150
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7.

Each student determines the personal conse-

quences of facing a bad storm and of having to end a happy
family vacation.

~----

GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER THIRTEEN
Book:

Yashima, Taro.

1955.

1.

Crow Boy.

New York: The Viking Press,

The counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the Child Study Association' Children's
Book Award which the book received.
2.
·time.

Students volunteer to read orally a page at a

The counselor assists the readers, if necessary, in

the pronunciation and meaning of the following words:
radish

trudging

charcoal

3.

Students retell what occurred in the story.

4.

s·tudents probe into Chibi' s feelings abou. G:
.

(a) being mentally retarded and una-nle to study like other
children in the school and (b) his recej.ving recognition for
being able to imitate bird calls well.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from their

owa experience and from stories which they have read.

6.

Students explore the consequences 0f being

mentally retarded and of having other students teasing them.

7.

Students individually determine the personal

consequences of teasing mentally retarded children and of
being able to receive recognition by doi:rlg small tasks well.
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER FOURTEEN
Book:

McCloskey, Robert. Homer Price. Illustrated by··
Robert McCloskey. New York: The Viking Press,
1943.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the Pacific Northwest Ltbrary Association Yount Readers' Choice Award which the book received.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally 'the chapter

"The Cosmic Comic."

The counselor assists the readers, if

necessary, in the pronunciation and meaning of the
following words:
cautioned
dynamite
Yillain
notorious
chromiurn

autographed
quavery
t1.vilight
stomachs
colossal

gigantic
garage
iodine

3.

Students :retell what occurred in the story.

4.

Students probe into Homer's feelings about:

(a) enjoying comic books featuring the Super-Duper and
(b) his surprise in finding that the Super-Duper was only
huma:n.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from other

books vThich they have read.
6." Students explore the consequences of reading ·

many comic books and of finding humor in believing in nsuper-

7.

Students individually explore the personal con-
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sequences of reading many comic books and of choosing
alternative kinds of reading materials.

GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER FIFTEEN
Book:

McCloskey, Robert. Homer Price. Illustrated by
Robert McCloskey. New York: The Viking Press,

1943.

1.

~

i

~~-~---~-

The counselor passes out books to each student

and the group discusses the story from the book which they
read at the preceding session.
2.
11

Students volunteer to read orally the chapter

The doughnuts."

The counselor also reads occasionally to

speed up the tempo.

He assists the readers, if necessary,

in the pronunciation and meaning of the following \'lords:
device
sheriff
freight
chauffeur
receipt

ingredients
fascinating
pinochle
shoulder
advertizing

calamity
suspicious
bracelet

3.

Students retell what occurred in the s·tory.

4.

Students probe into Homer's feelings about:
.=:--

(a) being unable to stop the automatic doughnut machine and
(b) ·trying to find the rich lady's lost bracelet.

5.

Students identify similar incidents from exper-

i.ences in their own lives.
6.
recipes,

Students explore the consequences of reading

cooking~

7..

and making mistakes in "the process.

Each student determines the personal conse-

qu.ences and. humor in misreading recipes or in not following
directions exactly.
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION .NUMBER SIXTEEN
Book:

McCloskey, Robert. Homer Price. Illustrated by
Robert McCloskeyo New Yori: The Viking Press,
1943.

1o

--

The counselor passes out books to each student

and the group discusses the story from the book which they
read at the preceding session.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally pages ninety-

four to one hundred six of the story "Nothing New Under the
Sun (Hardly)."

The counselor assists the readers, if

necessary, in the pronunciation and meaning of

-~he

following

·words:
antique
curiosity
sauntered
individualist

3.

disguise ·
amn(:;sia
appetite
mysterious

garage
compJ.ica·i;e

Students retell what occurred in the first half

of the story which they have read.

4.

Students probe into Horner's feelings about:

(a) his job working for Uncle Ulysses and (b) why the
mysterious stranger is in town.

5o

Students identify similar incidents from their

ow:n expcr1enees and from books which they have read.
6.

Stutlents explore the consequences of working for

7..

Ji]a.ch student determines the personal conse-

money.

quence of having a small job after school. -
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER SEVENTEEN
Book:

McCloskeyt Robert. Homer Price. Illustrated by
Robert McCloskey. New York: The Viking Press,

1943.

1.

-====
=-~---

The counselor passes out books to each student

and the group discusses the first half of the chapter,
11

Ncthing New Under the Sun (Hardly)," which they read at the

preceding session.
2.

Students volunteer to read orally the last half

of the story.
the tempo.

The counselor reads occasionally to speed up

He also assists the readerst if necessary, in

the pronunciation and meaning of the following words:
proclamation
spiral
license

3.

apologized
distinctly
ancJ.en·t

cautious

S-tudents retell what occurr:ed in the story which

they read.

4.

Students probe into Homer's feelings about:

(a) the mysterious stranger'.s musical mouse:;trap and (b) the
city's charging the stranger thirty dollars for a license.

5$

Students identify similar incidents from their

own experiences and from boo}cs which they have read.
6.
'

Students explore the consequences of trapping

mice by deceiving

devices~
liZ
F
-

7~

Each student determines the personal conse-

quences of trapping or hunting animals.
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER EIGHTEEN
Reading Material:

1.

The Stockton Record
Stockton, California , Monday,~ay 10, 1971.

--

The counselor passes out newspapers to each

student and inquires about how many students receive a
newspaper in their homes.
2.
are

o~

Students volunteer to read orally items which

particular interest to them.

Among the kinds of

articles \•ihich students may wish to read are:

leading

news stories, the sports page, the comics, the crossword
puzzle, movies, the television guide, the horoscope section,
advertisements, including "pets for sale, 11 and captions
beneath pictures.
3..

Students retell articles \vhich· interested themo

4..

Students probe into their own feelings about:

(a) reading newspapers at home and (b) new parts of the

--

-

paper which they might not have noticed before.

5.

Students explore the consequences of r·eading the

ne-wspaper daily.
6~

Each student determines the personal conse ...

quences of reading the newspaper each day at home.

::<---=--~==-. . -
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER NINETEEN
Book:

Brenner, Anita. A Hero by Mistake. Illustrated by
Jean Charlot. New York: \fLl~iam R. Scott, Inc.,
Publisher, 1953.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the New York Times award as Best Illustrated Children's Book of the Year.
2.

Students volunteer to reaQ orally the story by

short paragraphs at a time.

The counselor assists the

readers, if necessary, in the pronunciation and meaning of
the following words:
frightened
fiercely
ferociously
christening
guitars
bugles
violins
handkerchiefs

furiously
galloped
soldiers
stomach
monster
·sternly
budge
scolded

lasso
cactus
unconscious
authorities
pesos
municipal
see arching
intelligent

3.

Students retell what occurred in the story.

4.

Students probe into Dionisio's feelings about:

(a) his fear of so many things and (b) how silly he fe.l t
when finding out what had terrified him.
5~

Students identify similar incidents from exper-

iences from their own lives and books which they have read.

6.

Students explore the consequences of being

afraj,d of things which really should not terrify them.

7.

Each student determines the

pe~sonal

quences o:t' unreasoning fea:rs which may 1>other
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conse-

him~,
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GROUP BIBLIOCOUNSELING SESSION NUMBER TWENTY
:Book:

•,<

Withers, Carl (ed.). A Rocket in ~¥ Pocket: The
Rhymes and Chants of Young Amerlca~. Illustrated by Susanne Suba. N.p.: Henry Holt and
Company, 1948.
1.

The counselor passes out books to each student

and discusses briefly the book's recognition in
~

2.

=-----~-

li9!~

1940-19_22.

Students volunteer to read orally sections of

the book including:

"Rhymes for :B'unt" "Tongue Twisters,"

"Riddles," "Aut.ograph Album, 11 and "Spelling Rhymes."

The

counselor assists the readers, if necessary, in the pronunciation and meaning of the following words:
s:y-camore
tambourine
persimmon
appetite
3~

calaboose
sauerkraut
sausage
stomach

cantaloupe
vaud:::::ville
vestibule
gallery

Students ask each other riddles and enjoy parts

of the book which interest them.

4.

Students probe into their feelings about:

(a) reading bookB which can be fun to read and (b) making an
effort to find m.ore books on their o\'m to read and enjoy.

5.

Students ·explore.th.e c-onsequences of reading at

schnol and at home. ·

6.

Each student determines the importance of reading

in his daily schedule and the consequences which it might
have for him personally.
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APPENDIX Q
TESTING INSTRUMENTS

f-,__;

L~

1.

I
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SAN DIEGO COUNTY
INVENTOH.Y OF READING ATTITUDE
=----~--

Grade ____ Boy Girl
Name----------------------~--~------~--~---Last
First
Middle
School________________________________ Teacher_____________________
Date of Test

~~--~----~--·

Mo.

Day

Yr11

TO BOYS AND GIRLS 1
This sheet has some questions about reading which can be answered
YES or NO, Your answers will sho·N what you usually think about
reading" After each question is read to you, circle your
answer.

INSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS
Dr&n'( a c.ircle around the word YES or NOv whichever shows your

answe:r·,
Samnle A

-~-

Yes

No

Do you like to read?

If you like to read, you should have drawn a. circle around. the
word YES :\.n Sample A; lf you do not like to read~ you ;;:;hould
have dra"''m a circle around the word NO.

Yes

No

Do you read as well as you i'iouJ.d llke t;o?

If you read as well as you would lH~e to, you should have drawn
a circle around the word YES in Sample B; if notp you should
have drawn a circle around the word NO.
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Yes

No

1. Do you like to read before you go to bed?

Yes

No

2. Do you think that you are a poor reader?

Yes

:No

). Are you interested in what other people read?

Yes

No

4. Do you like to read when your mother and dad are

Yes

No

5.

Yes

No

6. If you could do anything you wanted to do, would

Yes

No

7. Do you think that you are a good reader for your age?

Yes

No

8. Do you like to read catalogues?

Yes.

No

9o Do you thinlc that most things are more ftm than reading?

Yes

No

10. Do you like to read aloud for other children at school?

Yes

No

11. Do you thinlt reading recipes is fun?

Yes

No

12G Do you like to tell stories?

Yes

No

13, Do you like to read the nei'Tspa.per?

Yes

No

lL~.

Yes

No

1.5. Do you like to answer questions about things you have
rear.l?

Yes

No

16~

Yes

No

17. Do you. like to talk about books you have read 7

Yes

No

18. Does reading make you feel good?

Yes

No

19. Do you feel that reading time is the best part of the
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reading?
Is reading your favorite subject at school?
read:lng be one of the things you would choose to do?

Do you like to read all kinds of books at school?

Do you think it is a waste of t;ime to make rhymes with
·Nords?

school day?

Yes

No

20" Do you find it hard to write about i'That you hav-e read?

Yes

No

21* Would you like to have more books to read?

Yes

No

22. Do you like to read hard books•/

Yes

No

23o Do you think that there are many beautiful words in

poems?
Yes

No

Yes

No

24. Do you like to act out stories that you have read in
books'/

25. Do

you like to take reading tests?

=-·~-

"Reading Self-Concept Inventory"
The "Reading Self-Concept Inventory" consisted of:
(1) administering the entire §~lf-ConceQt and Motivation

c__i
--~----

Inventory: vlhat Fac,e Would You Wear1 to the subjects and

(2) scoring test items 1, 3, 13, 15, 16, 17, 27, 29, 38, and

47, dealing specifically with reading.

The score obtained

from those eleven items was called the "Reading Self-Concept
Inventory."

.

:

··'
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'
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GATES-M.ACGINITIE READING TE'STS
The Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary subtests of
the Gates-MacGinitie

Re~~!,~sts,

Survey _Q, Forms 1, 2, and

,-:::--~-~

3, were administered to the students participating in the
study.

Because the test is well-known to most reading

specialists and other educators, the writer chose to omit it
from Appendix

-c.
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